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QUEEN TALK WITH WAYNE STAFFORD
Miss South Africa 1998 – Sonia Raciti Oshry

Hello everyone and welcome to Queen talk with me,

Wayne Stafford. There are so many questions

revolved around the judging process of beauty

pageants. What to wear, what questions to expect,

and how to answer and then of course, that top five

dreaded Q&A section of any pageant’s finale. In this

edition of QUEEN TALK we speak to one of the

experts who has been in front as well as behind the

judge’s table.

It gives me great pleasure to 

introduce you to former Miss 

South Africa, runner-up in Miss 

World, top five in Miss Universe, 

facilitator in education and 

mother of three, the beautiful 

Sonia Raciti Oshry. 

WS: Please share with the readers how long I have

known you?

SRO: I think you were one of my very first interviews in

1999.

WS: Before we start chatting about the judging

process and in beauty pageants, what have you

been up to?

SRO: My three Children have kept me very busy over

the last couple of years. I have gone back to my

passion which has been in the classroom

environment. I think I was born and bred to be a

teacher, and to make a difference in children’s lives.

There is nothing better than that for me. I have also

been helping my husband with new school

developments. Teaching has been a real hands-on

duty and I love every moment doing it.

WS: Let's talk about the judging process of beauty

pageant. How important is the interview?

SRO: I was principal judge for Miss South Africa for

about 7 years, there is a lot that you need to look at.

The interview process is vital because you are not

looking for a model, it is not about being a

supermodel, you need to have a great personality,

some background information and opinions on

certain subjects.

In the judging process we are trying to see how deep

your knowledge is and what you want to portray. So

yes, we can give you a question and the girls can

answer it, but can they take that two to three

degrees further. What are they about, who are they?

It is like a job interview because in the end Miss South

Africa is a job.

We need to establish if they are the correct kind of

person for the role and if they can handle it. The only

way we can really tell is through the interview

process. The interview process is tough, because

being Miss South Africa is tough. If they cannot

handle the interview process, then it will be a tough

year ahead. We like to shake them up a bit to make

it more like the reality of being Miss SA.

This is the only way to really 

know what they are capable of 

and if they can handle the role 

as Miss South Africa and what is 

required of them.
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WS: What advice would you give someone who is

preparing for the judging process in a beauty

pageant?

SRO: It is not something that you can just walk into

and do on a whim. You need to do some research,

research what portfolio you want to follow, find a

passion and work with that. This then becomes what

we call your portfolio, mine was education. Some

other finalists might have chosen a cancer drive, it all

depends. You need to delph into that and see how

you can use this platform and to make a difference

in that space.

You need to know what you are up against. I

remember, I had a book with about 450 questions to

help me prepare, not that I memorized all of them,

but I had a better understanding. So, if I got asked a

question, I could give them a answer and tell them

what I thought about it, and if they took the question

further I could give my opinion about it. You need to

be able to know what you are talking about. We

want depth, knowledge and insight.

WS: So, in a nutshell, it is important to have an opinion

on a variety of subjects. What is happening in the

world and in your country etc.?

SRO: We want somebody with personality who we

can relate to. If they can relate to somebody else,

then the rest of South Africa can too.

WS: Tell us more about body language. Can you see

in an interview who is confident and, who is not telling

the truth?

SRO: Absolutely! You can see it in any interview.

Interviews are an all tell, so you can get a girl that

comes in and you can see she is completely

rehearsed. The way that she sounds is completely

rehearsed and she is trying to just regurgitate

information and that is not what we want at all. If I

say to you “what is your best and what is your worst

word” can you give an answer to that?

As crazy as it is, I know questions like that cannot be

rehearsed and we want to know a contestants true

personality. In an interview situation, the best thing to

do is to remain true to who you are. That is why your

portfolio should be about something you love. Never

research your questions to the point that you are just

regurgitating information.

WS: Can you be over prepared?

Yes, absolutely, and we see it time and time again.

These girls that are completely over prepared lose

their natural beauty. Its that natural spark that we are

looking for. The judges are people who want to

relate.

WS: Remember back in the day when I was

mentoring ladies for Miss South Africa, I would come

to you and ask for a few tips and I remember you

saying so clearly, it is all about conversation.

That is exactly it, it is about having discussion. It is not

about me asking a question and you just giving me

an answer. That is not Miss SA, and some pageants

are like that but, at this age (18-27) you have more

knowledge, depth and we want to know about it.

WS: I believe many think that there is a right answer

and a wrong answer.

SRO: Yes, and there never is. It is based opinions and

we never ask facts. That does not give us anything

except that you have a great memory. We want to

know your personal opinions and if you able to hold a

debate. If somebody disagrees with you, can you

handle it. Does that shake you or encourage more

conversation? It is all conversation based.

WS: How important is dress code for an interview?

SRO: The interview is all about impression, if I go to a

job interview, what do I want to say about myself?

There is not a specific dress code because everyone

has their own personality. Dress according to your

personality. It is the interview, and you are up for a

great position, dress appropriately. No see- through

tops, no skirts that are too tiny and short as you can

see when someone is uncomfortable.

We want to see them being confident but not

arrogant and that they are comfortable and not

intimidated when we ask them a question.

WS: How important is your walk on stage?

SRO: The difficulty is that you have to tick a lot of

boxes. It is not only your interview but how you

portray yourself on stage, as you are representing

Miss South Africa, Miss World and Miss Universe. You

are on stage all the time delivering speeches. If you

are not comfortable on the stage then that is also

something we need to take into consideration.

You might blow us away an interview and then not

be comfortable on stage. I remember sitting in a

meeting with the ministers of education in 1999 and

they wanted my opinion on how we can differ and

enhance things within the educational system and at

that time I was only 21 years old sitting with the

ministers and I was just like “I have the answers for

you, and you are going to hear it” (laughs).

You must be able to interact with 

people because the next day you 

might be planting seeds and trees 

with people. You need to be 

adaptable because of the different 

projects and people you meet. So, we 

are looking for adaptability but that 

stage presence you need to WOW! 

You must walk on stage and own it.

We are looking at:

• The way you walk.

• The way you hold yourself.

• The way you talk.

• How you present yourself to the audience.

• Can the audience relate to you?

An interview is about connecting one-on-one, and,

on the stage, you need to be able to connect with

the audience. You need to be able to do both.

WS: Now talking about the audience, the girls are on

stage and they are now in the top five dreaded Q&A

section. Do you have advice on how to answer in the

best possible way?

SRO: There is no right or wrong answer. I always say to

the girls, listen to the question, pause, formulate your

answer in your mind and then answer the question.

Even if your answer is too short, we prefer the shorter

answers to a 20-minute-long speech. We want it to

be direct and to the point.

Answer what you know. You will be surprised at how

quickly you come up with an answer when the

adrenaline is pumping. If you know your topics and

you are quite comfortable with who you are and are

able to give an opinion, then answering the question

will not be a problem for you.

WS: What happens if you do not understand the

question?

SRO: It is tricky but generally they will not ask a

question that complicated to the point that you

cannot give an answer or understand it. I got an

exceptionally tricky one in Miss Universe, they asked

“What myth do you think South Africa has?” and I

thought to myself, is that a mistake you just asked

me?

What on earth are you talking about? (Laughs) and

then I just went with what people think, that lions are

walking on the roads in South Africa. That was

something that completely threw me, but I quickly

had to make up an answer. There is no right or wrong

answer, some answers are going be better than

others and that is just the way it is. It is very seldom

that a girl gets completely flustered when she must

answer that last question. By that point they have

been so well prepared throughout the three months

that they have been training for this section of the

pageant.

WS: Would you say that that final question is your

make or break?

SRO: It can be. If we have two contestants, for

example, a tie, or girls who are super close in terms of

points, then the final question can be a changing

factor. But it is not the determining factor of whether

she will take the position as Miss South Africa. It is a

factor that must come into consideration. So, if a

contestant completely messes up, then the judges

take that into account. That very seldomly happens

though. It would be unfair to only judge the girls on

that final question. We must allow for all the other

categories to take weight as well.

WS: There is a big movement around international

pageants and recently with Miss South Africa as well

when the top three has to do a closing statement.

What important factors do you think the ladies need

to take into consideration, because they decide what

they want to close off with?

SRO: They should be able to talk about what they will

be able to contribute during their year of reign.

People always want to hear about that, as it is not

always about what you want. You need to be able

to give back to the community. Keep your answer

short and do not just talk about yourself. Talk about

what you can change, do differently and give to the

people of South Africa. Do not make it too long, add

a little bit about your personality as well. You need to

convince everyone that you will be able to take on

the task as Miss SA.

WS: This is also something that you are going to

remember these girls by.

SRO: I remember that after my question with Miss

South Africa, I received a phone call from President

Nelson Mandela, and I could not believe it. Was this

for real? (Laughs). He started speaking to me and

said that he was so impressed with the answer to the

question. It was short, to the point and a quote that I

remembered. I thought it was too short but there is no

such thing as too short if your message is powerful

and to the point.
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WS: Social media plays a big part in today’s society.

Can social media make or break you?

SRO: In my day we did not have social media. As a

judge, I do use the social media platforms to look at

what the girls were up to, and how they portrayed

themselves and their personalities on social media.

You can perhaps tell a girl that you saw a photo of

her hanging on her boyfriend, lying on the bar and it

is things like this that is going to have an impact. If we

see it, the media will see it, and there is going to be a

beautiful spread about her being all over the table.

We do look at those kind of factors.

We are looking at:

• What is your page portraying?

• Is your page appropriate?

• Is it telling me that you can take this position?

But it is not the be-all-and-end-all. We understand

that these girls are young. They have lived a life

before entering for Miss SA and many of them have

never even thought of entering Miss SA until a year

ago. Many of them didn’t even think that their past

might have a part to play in them entering Miss SA. I

always say that when you want to enter pageants,

go onto your social media platforms, and just clean it

up.

WS: What qualities would you say makes a real

winner?

SRO: That is the most difficult question. There was a

saying that I use to know – “A model can be made,

but a supermodel is born.” It is a similar in this case.

You could have participated in loads of beauty

pageants but with the ultimate winner of Miss World

and Miss Universe, I believe there is a star above

them. You can feel it and see it. I remember chatting

to Jukta Mukhi – Miss World 1999 and I felt that

regality in her.

But that being said, there have been winners who

have entered 2-3 times before winning the title. Miss

SA can be worked on. Once again, an

approachable person who has a kindness within

them, who is relatable, who is also beautiful and

inspiring. We need to keep in mind that beauty is

different in every country. People see beauty

differently. If you own your beauty, then everyone will

see it. There is really a lot to look for when searching

for winner.

WS: I remember chatting to you back then, you use to

say to me that “A queen is born”. It is in their genetic

make-up. They were born to wear a crown.

SRO: I have known girls who have tried and tried

again, and they just grew from strength to strength

and then they got it. So, there is space to develop. I

always say when you crown Miss SA at the beginning

of the year you see this rough little diamond and by

the end of her reign you see her turning into a

perfectly shaped and gorgeous diamond. There is a

process of grooming, training and elegance that

comes with this. Some of these girls do not know how

to network and a big part of this role is networking.

How do you network? How do you sell the brand?

How do you sell the country? If you are going

overseas to talk about tourism is South Africa, what

are you going to say to make people want to come

and visit South Africa? The new statistics out there are

unfortunately negative and there is fear, how do you

break that fear and encourage people to see South

Africa in a different light? All of this plays a big part in

the role of Miss South Africa.

WS: Sonia, you know that the beauty pageant

industry is massive. What is an appropriate age to

enter pageants?

SRO: You can’t really say as you will get an 18-year-

old that will completely blow you away and then you

could get a 25 year old that will amaze you too. I

generally say that when are at a point in your life

where you know who you are, then that is the right

time to enter. It is exceedingly difficult to say exactly

when someone is ready to enter and at what age

they are ready. I was young when I was crowned

Miss SA, being only 20 years old. Other winners were

older. You will know when you are at that point and if

you are ready to face what comes with entering a

pageant. This is not just one event; it is a lifelong

choice and it stays with you forever. You will forever

be known as that title holder.

How you are going to portray the rest of your life is

completely up to you but I always say to the girls who

enter “if you are going in one direction, you will most

probably end up going in the other direction. Ask

yourself this, are you willing to stop what you are

doing, whether it is work or studies, to continue on this

new journey? You can always come back to it later,

but it is hard to do that.

What is your take on girls that enter pageants that are

between the ages of 6 – 17 years old? What is you’re

feeling about that, I know you have a daughter?

I don’t know, I have never thought about that

before, to be honest, I don’t think I would ever enter

her. I feel that a child should be a child. They must

get dirty, they must play, I do not want them to worry

about stresses that come with pageants. I personally

wont let my daughter enter but that is just my feeling

and my opinion regarding the matter. If it is a child’s

dream or passion and they want to do it that’s great,

but never put your child in a pageant if they don’t

want to. All it does is create anxiety and then they

don’t want to enter later on in life when they are

perhaps ready for it.

WS: Will we see you back on the Miss South Africa

judging panel soon?

SRO: Who knows? I would love to be, but I needed

the break away from it all. It is a lot of work, you have

to travel all over South Africa and it takes you away

from the family all the time. So I stopped and got to

spend more time with my family which has been

great. My kids have kept me really busy, but now that

they are older, I would love to be a judge again, it is

something I enjoy. We have had phenomenal results

over the last few years. Our girls have done extremely

well, and I am very proud of them.

WS: Talking about the results, Sonia has been

mentoring a lot of the Miss South Africa entries and

over the years as well. What was the best advice that

you gave them?

SRO: I think I gave each one something that I thought

was their strength. Funny enough, when we were

growing up, my mom recognized the strengths in

each one of us. She would say, you are good at this,

your sister is good at that, and that is probably what I

would suggest with all of the girls that I dealt with.

You are phenomenal on stage, so use that to your

strength. You are excellent with your interviews, so

pull that into networking skills. If they can apply what

their strengths are, then they’ll shine. What I will say to

them though is to never compare themself to anyone

else. In the end, you do not know what the judges

are looking for, it might be that a different panel

could give a different result, you just never know. Be

your best and shine through your own strengths.

WS: Tell me Sonia, what is the quote your live by?

SRO: There is a quote that I have always loved and it

is “ Don’t be afraid of life, believe it is worth while and

your belief will make it so.” I think it applies to

absolutely everything in today’s day and age where

there is so much anxiety, fear, and all sorts of things

that we do. Do not be afraid, you just have to delph

in. Life is worth it, and you have to take the risks.

Without risks you get nowhere. That has applied to

me in every part of my journey and my life, whether it

is getting married, having children, or changing

careers, it has applied to me.

WS: It has been the greatest pleasure to have you on

Queen Talk and I am sure that many of the viewers

and readers will get to know what exactly it is about

to take part in a national pageant and any other big

pageant. Thank you so much for your time, tips, and

insight on how to prepare for a national pageant. We

thank you.

To all the readers, keep an eye out for 

the live interview on the PPMC 

YouTube channel as well as the PPMC 

Facebook page.

Facebook: @PPMCmag

Interview link: https://youtu.be/4ibtr-3xD-g

Filming & photo credit: Model Connect 

Instagram page @modelconnectRSA 

Website www.modelconnect.co.za
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Photographer - Anri Wessels
My name is Anri Wessels. I am originally from a small

town in the Free State, Frankfort. Our family has lived

in Heidelberg, along the Suikerbosrand, for the past

17 years. My love for the arts has started years ago

when I was a little girl. My mother was an art teacher

and she had the most beautiful paintings painted

and sculptures done. My art line is there, but I'm not

like that dexterous with the paintbrush!

After much deliberation, I decided to buy a camera

and started to attend photography classes. Maryke

my daughter was then 7 years old. I had to bribe her

with sweeties so I could use her to practice my

portraits. Later the sweeties would be replaced with

hop balls and later money.

The bug bit like a hungry tick and 
clung on. It's now 13 years later and I 
still enjoy Photography. Every shoot is 

a new challenge. I like all types of 
portraits, still life’s, abstract and 

couples shoots. I like to be different 
and will sometimes break the rules of 

Photography. 

Sometimes it doesn’t work it and other times it does.

Portraits are my favorite. I will sometimes take up to

20 photos of a “pose” until I can get the right

emotion capture.

Every person / model is beautiful in 
their own right and a photographer 

has the privilege to capture the 
beauty on camera.

I learn a lot from other photographers and look at

their work. One is never too old to learn. My advice

to aspiring photographers - Keep on trying ... keep on

trying , ask for advice!! Get your own style of

photography- be unique

My favorite quote: Einstein - Logic will get you from A

to B, imagination will take you everywhere.

CONTACT: 

anriwessels10@gmail.com

0828939671

Heidelberg Gauteng
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Photographer - John Filmalter
What is your favorite thing about being a

photographer?

I love meeting new people and sharing the

experience of creating images with them. It also

provides me with new challenges and experimenting

with light in different scenarios whereby I can create

something unique for each model I shoot.

What was your most memorable shoot?

This is very difficult as I have done so many

memorable shoots in my career as a photographer.

Each shoot is unique and has special memory

attached to it.

So I think it would be very unfair to pick one, but

highlights have been there due to circumstance

rather than the shoot itself, like doing a very

dangerous grade two 4x4 track with my soft 4x4 Jeep

when we got lost going to shoot models at Tiffendale

Ski Resort, or falling into the sea while shooting a

model in Cape Town then there was the shooting a

model with a live cheetah in the bush whilst it’s

partner stalked me in the long grass and so many

other incidents that make the model shoots

memorable.

Are you a full-time photographer?

Yes I am

What do you do for fun?

Walk my dogs and goat, go cycling. I study

continuously as I believe you can never acquire

enough knowledge.

Do you have any other hobbies?

I do blacksmithing making authentic replicas of

Viking axes and knives. I also paint from time to time

and collect rare stamps.

What is your favorite quote?

“Photography is a way of feeling, of 
touching, of loving. What you have 

caught on film is captured forever, it 
remembers the little things long after 

you have forgotten everything” –
Aaron Siskind

What advice would you give an aspiring

photographer?

Don’t be content with what you have achieved,

continuously strive to make your next shot better than

the last. Invest in the correct equipment for the style

or genre of photography you have chosen to excel

in.

There does not exist a Jack of All 
Trades in photography, specialize.

If someone wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

John Filmalter

Director - FilmAlterNative Studios

CONTACT

https://john08883.wixsite.com/filmalternative

john@filmalternative.co.za

https://www.facebook.com/Film-Alternative-

444644076026947

Filmalternative At Work

We create what your imagination desires!

Using our photography and cinematographic

expertise we build your dreams into reality. Whether

its fashion, model portfolios, commercial work or any

other project we can assist you.

In Studio Photo Shoots, On Location Photo Shoots,

Themed Photo Shoots, Fashion Show Venue, Pageant

Venue, Live Streaming and all the marketing for your

events.



Photographer - Zeniel De Meyer



Photographer - Zeniel De Meyer
My name is Zeniel De Meyer, full time visual story

teller, digital artist and mommy of two boys at

Zenography Photography. I studied Graphic Design

but was always more interested in Photography. So in

2013 I decided to make photography my reality. I

started slowly but surely, capturing venues and

weddings.

A great photograph is more than just a picture, it

allows you to see the beauty in the everyday. I aim to

capture soft natural photos, telling a story of the

person's personality, documenting the true beauty

unfolding at that very moment. That's my favorite

thing about Photography. Photos makes us feel and

connect.

My most memorable shoot was a 
wedding a few years ago in 

Swaziland. I was blessed to capture a 
couple that was so truly in love with 

each other. 

Their love just lit up in each photo that was taken on 

that day. 

Hobbies? I don't see photography as my work or

hobby. It's my passion. I am constantly thinking,

planning, learning and scouting.

"Don't shoot what it looks like, shoot what it feels like"

David Alan Harvey

My advice for any new photographer would be

"Never Ever Give Up, no matter what!"

Model: Netanya Taljaard from Ace Models 

Potchefstroom

Dresses: Elmarie Jooste Couture

Makeup: Makeup by Kuschke

Zenography Photography 

Cell: 082 613 1350

Email: pzenography@yahoo.com

Facebook: @zenogphoto

Instagram: @zenogphoto

Web: https://zenography.wixsite.com/photography



Photographer - Mia Joubert



Photographer - Mia Joubert
My name is Mia Joubert. I was born in Middelburg,

Mpumalanga and matriculated in 1994. I studied

Radiography at the University of Pretoria. After

finishing the 3-year degree I was accepted to the

Honours degree. In 2002 I started to study medicine

at the University of Pretoria. In 2012, I was accepted

to do a master’s degree in Radiology and

completed the Fellowship in Radiology from the

Colleges of Medicine South Africa in 2016.

I had an interest in photography from after school

and bought a film SLR around 1998. I loved every

picture I did with this camera. I did replace the film

for digital somewhere along the journey, but my

camera started to collect dust with all the studies.

After specializing I finally had the time to wipe the

dust from the camera. During the COVID lockdown

in 2020 I stumbled upon The Professional Photography

Course of the Photography Institute and did the

online diploma.

I absolutely loved every module. During the course I

realized that I do not understand portraits, and then

completed their Portrait Photography Advanced

module. For the assignment I had to complete a

portfolio with 16 – 21 portraits of different people and

different lighting. It was with this assignment that I

realized how much I love taking portraits.

I also completed the wildlife advanced module. My

passion is dance photography, and I love to take

pictures of children. I recently did a series of dancers

and it was just my absolute favourite.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE THING ABOUT BEING A

PHOTOGRAPHER?

The one thing I love about being a photographer is

to help people to see their own beauty. Girls often

shy away from the camera because they believe

they are not thin enough or not beautiful enough to

come for a photo session. But it is what you should

do. Treat yourself and go for a shoot. This is where

you realize that everyone is beautiful! With a little

makeup and good lighting everyone does look good

on camera, and that is what I love to proof to my

clients.

WHAT IS YOUR MOST MEMORABLE SHOOT?

Like I said before, I recently did a series of dancers,

and each of them were so memorable. These

dancers have such a positive energy and they are

willing to give everything when they dance.

ARE YOU A FULL-TIME PHOTOGRAPHER?

No. I am a full-time Radiologist. I am working with a

good friend at Bougainville and Heart hospitals in

Pretoria. We have a special interest in breast health

and breast cancer awareness. Let me use the

opportunity to promote mammograms.

Mammography after the age of 40y is really

important. If breast cancer is diagnosed early, it is

curable. Please go for your mammogram ladies! You

do not need a referral from a doctor for a

mammogram. Call our department for an

appointment (You can find the number online:

www.theradiologygroup.co.za).

WHAT DO YOU DO FOR FUN?

Photography. It is my hobby and I love it!

DO YOU HAVE ANY OTHER HOBBIES?

Spending time with my lovely family, cooking,

learning new things. I recently did a diploma in

nutrition, interior design and I am busy to do graphic

design.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE QUOTE?

I love these words by Annie Leibovitz: “When I say I

want to photograph someone, what it really means is

that I’d like to know them. Anyone I know I

photograph.” We as photographers cannot take

good pictures if we do not know the person. So I

really try to make a connection with everyone I

photograph.

WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE AN ASPIRING

PHOTOGRAPHER?

Practice, practice, practice. If you think you cannot

do it… it means you did not practice enough. I did

thousands of pictures of friends and family before I

started to feel confident.

IF SOMEONE WANTS TO CONNECT WITH YOU, WHERE

CAN YOU BE FOUND?

Mia Joubert

Facebook: 

https://www.facebook.com/miajoubertphotography

Instagram: @miajoubertphotography.

Website: www.miajoubertphotography.com

Contact number: 0828961665

Photo credits:
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Performing Arts - Andries Du Preez

I am Andries Du Preez a performer with a wide

experience in different genres of Performing together

with Visual arts. Obtaining my South African coulors in

Tap Dance makes me lean more towards the

performing aspect of Art, with a wide range of dance

background I enjoy classical, ballet and off course

tap dance.

If I am not performing I enjoy presenting , attending

workshops and adjudicating. My ability to dance,

sing and act ignites my passion for the theatre

especially musical’s and stage productions as a

performer and choreographer it has landed / played

parts / roles in productions such as Burlesque to

Moulin Rouge, Baz Luhrmann’s The Great Gatsby ,

Joseph and CATS to only mention a few!

What has been the highlight of your career?

For me the highlight and still is, is to 
receive a standing ovation , show 

after show, for any performer a 
standing ovation is a token of 

appreciation for the performance 
from the audience for delivering only 
your best. And off course obtaining 
South African colours in Tap Dance!

Who are your biggest influences?

I must admit I am a huge Andrew Lloyd Webber fan,

the passion he has for musical theatre is just so

inspiring.

How have you developed your career?

Here I have to credit my mom, obviously seeing my

ability and love for performing arts she enrolled me at

performing arts studio’s as extra activities after school

and with the help of tutors submitting my entries to

various talent competitions, auditions and castings

etc., Eisteddfod played a huge part of my

developing years , I had excellent coaching in all

aspects and kept on performing and attending

auditions. I must admit I had more unsuccessful

auditions than successful auditions but that did not

keep me from going back, and I must add I have

auditioned several times for the same role.

What are you the most proud of to date?

Even though the performing arts industry is on hold

now due to covid 19 I am great full for endless

memories and opportunities. Performing has taken

me to destinations I would never of imagined and off

course contributing towards the person I am today

and assisting me in converting from a introvert to an

extrovert.

If you were to completely start over again from day

one, what would you do differently.

Not to take a NO as a personal rejection.

What accomplishments do you see yourself

achieving in the next five to 10 years?

I just never understood why my late father hammered

me to complete school, studies and to get a full time

job and move the performing arts back to part time,

however now on a matured age I know why and I

am eternally grateful for the decisions made, the

performing industry now has been on hold for over a

year now with this pandemic and there is no income.

The life span of a performer is not guaranteed,

younger is always better, This to have a short term

goal is basically impossible but I can say within 10

years from now, I would love to own my own little

performing theatre / small type restaurant and be the

director of my own productions.

Which Skills have you gained that help you perform

effectively?

From being a shy introvert , performing has taught me

to be an extrovert on stage, I see this as a character

that I change in when I perform, for me being an

introvert off stage suits me well, as that separates my

private life from the stage and lights.

Tell me about your favorite performance in your

career?

Even though my career is one massive highlight I must

admit working on productions such as Moulin Rouge

was amazing as the costumes, stage props, effects

and casts was goosebump moments! And to be

quite honest, the best performances was the ones as

a toddler for family and friends with mom’s hair brush,

those performances always was awarded with a

warm round of an applause and loads of sweet

treats! HAHAHAH!

What’s your process for dealing with performance

anxiety?

Personally for me I clear my changing room 30min

prior to a performance, I lock my self away from the

hustle and the bustle just to get in line with my inner

soul. Absolute quietness. Yes adrenaline kicks in on

curtain calls, but as soon as the curtain opens and

lights start to dim it is show time, then you just perform

for that audience and moment.

What would you do if you made a mistake during a

performance?

Nothing! just continue, the big secret is, the audience

does not need to know about the mistake, the only

person knowing would be you and the stage director,

this adapt improvise and continue.

What advise would you have for someone wanting to

follow in your footsteps.

Nothing comes easy, hard work always pays off!

Blisters aching feet tired bodies , blood sweat and

tears that is what magic is made of! For me dancing /

the love for ballet, dancing and performing as such

was a no - no in a boys world as for every father they

prefer seeing their son with a rugby ball on a rugby

field defiantly not with ballet shoes next to a ballet

bare, but the passion and the dream can never be

dulled nor neglected, even though it is / was not

welcomed, life gently eases and dream’s do

become reality.

If someone wants to connect with you, where can you

be found?

Facebook:

Andries De Perez

Andries Du Preez / Mr MMI South Africa

Andries Du Preez Events and Productions

Instagram:

@An3sdupreez



b-U Models South Africa
So many people wonder what the b-U in our name

stands for. The answer is simple - no one can be you

better than you can, so just be you. This is one of the

core values of b-U Models SA.

We currently have branches in Emalahleni

(Mpumalanga) and Bela-Bela (Limpopo), specializing

in fashion, photographic, character and commercial

modeling. Our principal and head coach, Karin

Odendaal, has been coaching models since 2004.

Our Emalahleni team consists of Annemarie and Keila

Matthee.

We strongly believe in quality over quantity and

carefully select our models to ensure that they are

not misled by false promises of a modeling career,

and then disappointed when they do not achieve

this.

We have 6 modules, ranging from 
basic to advanced, incorporating 

both practical and theory, with 
examinations after every module. 

Some of our current and former models’

achievements include walking in SA Fashion Week,

runner up at Top Model South Africa 2018, runner up

at Miss Mamelodi Sundowns 2019, winner of Miss

Mpumalanga 2017, winners of Face of Emalahleni

2016 and 2017, various fashion shows and photo

shoots, winners, runners up and finalists at various

local and national modeling competitions and

beauty pageants. Our models have worked on a

variety of in-store activations and promotions, flyer

drops and paid fashion shows and shoots.

We follow strict ethical practices and will not accept

models signed with another modeling school or

agency unless they can supply a formal release

letter.

New and aspiring models can apply 
on our website at www.b-

umodels.co.za, or send us a message 
on 083 264 0802 during business hours. 

Website: www.b-umodels.co.za 

Email: info@b-umodels.co.za

Cell no: 083 264 0802 

Facebook: B-U Models South Africa

Instagram: b_u_models_sa



12 Tips for Raising Confident Kids
Right from birth, kids learn new 

skills at a dizzying rate. And 

along with those new abilities, 

they also acquire the confidence 

to use them.

As children get older, that confidence can be as

important as the skills themselves. To thrive, kids need

to trust in their own capabilities while, at the same

time, knowing that they can handle it if they aren’t

successful at something. It’s by experiencing mastery

and rebounding from failure that they develop

healthy self-confidence.

Here are 12 ways you can set kids up to feel capable

and get the most mileage out of their skills and

talents.

Model confidence yourself.

Even if you’re not quite feeling it! Seeing you tackle

new tasks with optimism and lots of preparation sets

a good example for kids. That doesn’t mean you

have to pretend to be perfect. Do acknowledge

your anxiety, but don’t focus on it—focus on the

positive things you are doing to get ready.

Don’t get upset about mistakes.

Help kids see that everyone makes mistakes and the

important thing is to learn from them, not dwell on

them. Confident people don’t let fear of failure get in

their way—not because they’re sure they won’t ever

fail, but because they know how to take setbacks in

stride.

Encourage them to try new things.

Instead of focusing all their energy on what they

already excel at, it’s good for kids to diversify.

Attaining new skills makes kids feel capable and

confident that they can tackle whatever comes their

way.

Allow kids to fail.

It’s natural to want to protect your child from failure,

but trial and error is how kids learn, and falling short

on a goal helps kids find out that it’s not fatal. It can

also spur kids to greater effort, which will serve them

well as adults.

Praise perseverance.

Learning not to give up at the first frustration or bail

after one setback is an important life skill.

Confidence and self-esteem are not about

succeeding at everything all the time, they’re about

being resilient enough to keep trying, and not being

distressed if you’re not the best.

Help kids find their passion.

Exploring their own interests can help kids develop a

sense of identity, which is essential to building

confidence. Of course, seeing their talents grow will

also give a huge boost to their self-esteem.

Set goals.

Articulating goals, large and small, and achieving

them makes kids feel strong. Help your child turn

desires and dreams into actionable goals by

encouraging her to make a list of things she’d like to

accomplish. Then, practice breaking down longer-

term goals into realistic benchmarks. You’ll be

validating her interests and helping her learn the skills

she’ll need to attain her goals throughout life.

Celebrate effort.

Praising kids for their accomplishments is great, but

it’s also important to let them know you’re proud of

their efforts regardless of the outcome. It takes hard

work to develop new skills, and results aren’t always

immediate. Let kids know you value the work they’re

doing, whether they’re toddlers building with blocks

or teenagers teaching themselves to play the guitar.

Expect them to pitch in.

They might complain, but kids feel more connected

and valued when they’re counted on to do age-

appropriate jobs, from picking up toys to doing

dishes to picking up younger siblings from a play

date. Homework and after-school activities are

great, but being needed by your family is invaluable.

Embrace imperfection.

As grown-ups we know perfection is unrealistic, and

it’s important for kids to get that message as early as

possible. Help kids see that whether it’s on TV, in a

magazine, or on a friend’s social media feed, the

idea that others are always happy, successful, and

perfectly dressed is a fantasy, and a destructive one.

Instead, remind them that being less than perfect is

human and totally okay.

Set them up for success.

Challenges are good for kids, but they should also

have opportunities where they can be sure to find

success. Help your child get involved with activities

that make him feel comfortable and confident

enough to tackle a bigger challenge.

Show your love.

Let your child know you love him no matter what. Win

or lose the big game, good grades or bad. Even

when you’re mad at him. Making sure your child

knows that you think he’s great — and not just when

he does great things — will bolster his self worth even

when he’s not feeling good about himself.

“Help kids see that everyone 

makes mistakes and the 

important thing is to learn 

from them.”



Photographer - Helen du Plessis

Growing up in a snap happy family, it was a natural

choice that I should explore the world of

photography. And what an adventure it's turned out

to be!

I've taken photos of stunning people, cute littlies,

beautiful brides (and grooms), birthdays, retirement

parties, purr-fect pets, glorious gardens, scary spiders,

grandiose buildings and churches... the list goes on

and on!

What is your favorite thing about being a

photographer?

I love the freedom of expression that photography

offers and that I have the privilege of creating and

sharing in memories.

What was your most memorable shoot?

Every shoot is memorable. There are ALWAYS unique

aspects to every shoot.

Are you a full-time photographer?

Yes, since 2010.

What do you do for fun?

Shop for MORE props!

Do you have any other hobbies?

I am currently working to get more singing gigs:

https://www.facebook.com/helensingsbeautifulballa

ds! I love ceramic painting:

https://www.facebook.com/helenshobbiessa. I also 

enjoy designing goodies for folks: 

https://www.facebook.com/HelenduPlessisDesign 

and making nappy cakes: 

https://www.facebook.com/patacakeanappycake

What is your favorite quote?

“Hope” is the thing with feathers -
That perches in the soul -

And sings the tune without the words -

And never stops - at all -"
~ Emily Dickinson

What advice would you give an aspiring

photographer?

Shoot, shoot and shoot some more! And never

neglect your editing!

http://helenduplessis.com/html/index_product_altin_j

ewellers_gallery_8_1.html

Social media links and contact details:

http://www.helenduplessis.com/

https://www.facebook.com/HelenduPlessisPhotogra

phy

https://www.instagram.com/helenduplessisphotogra

phy/



Makeup Artist - Gene van Aswegen

Tell us a little about you! Who you are, where you are

from, etc.!

My name is Gene van Aswegen, and I am currently

an entrepreneur, matriculant at High school

Standerton and a qualified Makeup Artist.

Where are you located and what services do you

offer?

I am located in Standerton, Mpumalanga, but I do

travel to Gauteng, Free state and around

Mpumalanga. The services that I offer include: Bridal

Makeup; Fashion Makeup; Natural Makeup and

Occasion Makeup.

How did you get started?

I started out doing Makeup looks for Competition

Dancers from my sister’s dance company and that

evolved through time into me doing local matric

farewells and school formals. I saw this as an

opportunity locally and so completed courses

through Makeup Stars in Pretoria and soon finally

became qualified.

You have an incredible career – what have been

your highlights?

So far, my highlights would have to be collaborations

with various other vendors in styled shoots and

promotions. It is always very educational and fun!

What has been the biggest challenge of your career?

Because I live in a small town, starting out and

getting some exposure was definitely a challenge!

Getting into Makeup is definitely a huge investment

and is very expensive to start off properly, but it’s all

worth it in the end.

Where do you get your inspiration from?

My inspiration comes from my clients (cliché, I know),

but each and every face is unique and serves as a

brand new challenge. I get inspired by a client’s

unique facial features and strive on emphasizing

those features.

What is Beauty?

Pure perception. Everybody has their own

perceptions on what beauty is and it’s impossible for

anyone to be wrong on their opinion which makes

the idea of beauty unique.

What is your favorite celebrity makeup look and

why?

Definitely the one and only, Audrey Hepburn. Alberto

de Rossi, her makeup artist was the master of her

famous “doe-eyed” look. It is also said that he used a

tweezer to style her lashes to make them look false

before applying mascara… Now that’s some skill! Her

complete look is just a complete, classic and elegant

aesthetic.

Can you give us any insight into your creative

process and how you conceptualize a look?

I first try to recognize unique features on a client’s

face to gather up some inspiration. I then work with

those features to try and magnify the existing beauty.

I would firstly plan a look in two steps. I would firstly

practice a planned look with makeup on a paper

face to see how the different colors come together,

and then I would execute that look onto my face to

practice it.

Are you actually friends with any of your clients?

Who’s in your “squad”?

I try to keep things as professional as possible. Being a

kind and great person is crucial when being a

Makeup Artist, but there are some boundaries to it to

keep the professionalism in place.

Who is your style icon?

Val Garland

What was the biggest risk you’ve ever taken?

Investing all my savings into starting my kit at the age

of 17, not knowing whether it would be successful in

a small town like Standerton (and we all know how

expensive quality makeup can be).

What, in your opinion, is the most important quality in

a Makeup Artist?

Keeping the Professionalism, while remaining kind,

helpful and nice to your customers as you are literally

the face of your business and having the quality to

not try and hide special / unique features of a clients

face and rather embrace them.

How do you stay abreast of the latest beauty trends?

Instagram and Pinterest

What three makeup item should no woman leave

home without?

• Lipstick

• Mascara

• Powder (Translucent or a pressed powder)

What is the most important beauty advice that you

can give to women?

ALWAYS, ALWAYS, ALWAYS wash off all your makeup

before going to bed at the end of the day!

If you woke up tomorrow and gained any one ability

or quality, what would you want it to be?

To be able to do a PERFECT winged liner under 5

minutes.

Where do you see yourself in the next 5 years?

Studying Medicine and UP while having my side-

business doing makeup.

What is your idea of happiness and success?

Happiness and Success all depends on choice. You

decide whether you want to be happy and

successful in this very moment, whether it is with a

person, because of an object(s) or even in unusual

circumstances.

If you could visit any place in the world where would

you go? Why?

Egypt. I am a huge history junkie, and Egypt is where

makeup originated (Cleopatra).

If you could change one thing in the world, what

would it be?

The hearts of all people.

Have you ever been bullied? If so, how did you

handle it?

I have been fortunate enough to not have been

bullied throughout my life.

What keeps you motivated?

A client’s reaction to how they look when I am done

with them.

What are your future goals, dreams and plans?

To receive my degree in medicine, specialize and

continue my makeup business. Yes, I have been

described as a hustler among my friends and family

as I cannot just stick to solely doing one thing.

Do you have a hidden talent?

I am an amazing tap – dancer

Do you have any advice you would like to give to

other?

You are never too young to do anything, not even to

start your own business. Your age does not define

who you are and how mature you are.

If someone wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

Facebook: Makeup by N

Instagram: @makeup_artist_n

WhatsApp: 0711145315



Make-up Tips & Trick with Chinique

Makeup Tips and Tricks: Makeup Tips
and Tricks:

It doesn’t matter if you are a beginner or a pro at

makeup, tips and hacks always come in handy. It is

smart to get your moneys worth by using the same

product in multiple ways. Here are makeup tips that

will make sure you look your best at all times. Give a

girl the right lipstick and she can conquer the world!

How to use lipstick as an eye
shadow/blush

Using a q-tip or a makeup brush — spread some of

your desired shade lipstick over your lid, and blend

with your finger tip for a quick easy stab at the fall

trend. To prevent your new look from creasing, dust a

bit of translucent powder over your lid to help the

lipstick set. You can also apply lipstick on your cheeks

for blush just make sure you blend it in and set it with

powder.

Mix Your Own Lip Colour with
Petroleum Jelly

If you have an eyeshadow that you love so much

and also want to wear as a lip shade, mix the loose

pigments with a little bit of petroleum jelly (Aquaphor

or Vaseline works fine) in a spoon and just swipe it

onto your lips. Boom. Your own, custom lip gloss. Best

makeup tip ever.

Use White Eyeliner to Make Your
Eyeshadow Pop!

To make a sheer or less pigmented eyeshadow

appear more vibrant on your eyelid, blend a white

eyeliner pencil over your entire eyelid first. Then, put

your eyeshadow right on top. The opaque coverage

of the white liner will intensify any eyeshadow shade

and make it pop.

Outline Your Cat Eye

If you’re struggling with nailing your winged eyeliner

look, try drawing the outline of the shape first and

then filling it in. Extend a line beyond your lower lash

line to create the bottom of your cat eye first. Then,

decide on the thickness you want for your wing, and

trace the top line from the end point of your flick to

your upper lash line. Once you have the shape

mapped out on both sides and everything looks

symmetrical, fill in the open space.

Use a Spoon as a Mascara Shield

Nothing is more annoying than making your

eyeshadow look perfect, and then swiping on

mascara and ruining the whole thing with smudges.

The Fix? Hold a spoon so it's hugging your eyelid, then

apply your mascara like you normally would. As you

sweep the mascara wand against your lashes and

back of the spoon, the residue will coat the back of

the utensil rather than your skin. Genius.

Revive Mascara with Saline Solution

Word of advice: Only use a tube of mascara for

three months, max. Beyond that point, it can collect

bacteria and lead to eye infections and other

unfortunate things you wouldn’t want to search on

Google Images. But if your mascara annoyingly dries

up within those first three months, add a couple

drops of saline solution into the flaky formula to get it

back to its smooth consistency.

Heat Your Eyelash Curler with a Hair
Dryer

DIY your own heated lash curler by blowing hot air on

your eyelash curler. The added heat will help your

lashes curl faster and keep the shape for longer. Just

hit your lash curler with a blow dryer until it heats up,

wait until it cools slightly but is still warm (test it on the

inside of your arm so you don’t burn your eyelid),

then clamp down on your lashes to curl them.

Plump You’re Plump You’re Lashes
with Translucent Powder

Dust some translucent setting powder on your lashes

between coats of mascara to plump up your lashes.

The translucent powder helps grip the mascara in

between coats, leaving you with fuller, more

voluminous lashes.

Conceal Under Your Eyes with a
Triangle Shape

If you want to really brighten your under-eye area,

stop dotting on your concealer and try applying it in

a triangular shape. Draw the base of the triangle

directly under your lash line and the tip pointing

toward the apple of your cheek. This helps fully

conceal any redness and shadows to create the

illusion of brighter under eyes

Use a Make - Up Brush Handle as a
Contour Guide

Everyone’s face is shaped differently, so where your

BFF might be doing her contour may not be the best

place for you to do yours. To tell where you should be

dusting on your bronzer or contour powder, roll a

pencil, pen, or makeup brush handle right below

your cheekbone (directly in the pocket underneath

the actual bone) to find the right angle for your face.

Once you’ve found the correct placement, dust

some bronzer right below it with a contouring brush,

then blend the colour out to soften it.

Set your make –up with baby powder

Using a large powder brush, set your makeup with

baby powder once you’re finished. Make sure to

only apply a small amount to keep it as translucent

as possible. The powder will also work to absorb any

excess oil, keeping you from looking too dewy. I

hope some of these tips will come in handy for you.

Follow us on Facebook

Chinique Cosmetics Makeup Artist & Hair Stylist

Email: chinique.cosmetics@gmail.com

Chané Herholdt – 079 726 3809

Makeup Artist - Chinique Cosmetics

Photographer - Donovan Roets Photography



Make-up Artist Vutlharhi Maswanganyi

Tell us a little about you! Who you are, where you are

from, etc!

I’m Vutlharhi Valnatia Maswanganyi 23 years of age ,

I was born in a dusty village named Gawula at

Giyani Limpopo. I'm now based at Soweto,

Johannesburg.

Where are you located and what services do you

offer?

I'm located at Soweto in Joburg, I offer services like :

makeup, nails and hairstyling at my place, I'm a

mobile also, I'm a self taught make-up artist.

How did you get started?

My love for Beauty started when I was young , I use

to love playing with colour paints on my face and

colorful nail polish and I told myself that when I grow

up o want to be in the Beauty and acting industry.

What has been the biggest challenge of your career?

My biggest challenges: is working 
with difficult clients and another 

challenge is when I sometimes don't 
get enough clients as planned. 

Where do you get your inspiration from?

I get my inspiration from my top 4 makeup artist,

Vuyo Varoy, Atlanta Sheriff, Mihal Ndamase and

Precious Xaba.

What is Beauty?

Beauty is a combination of qualities such as shape,

colour or form that pleases the aesthetic senses,

especially the sight.

What is your favorite celebrity makeup look and

why? ...

Rihanna is my favorite celebrity, she has the makeup

look that I love , Fenty beauty.

What do you enjoy most about photography?

Photography gives out detailed everything from ,

colors to Beauty.

Can you give us any insight into your creative

process and how you conceptualise a look?

Everytime when I create a certain look ,I first have to

understand the skin type that I'm working with then I

will do what I'm good at , beating creative.

Are you actually friends with any of your clients?

Who’s in your “squad”?

Every client is my friend, I treat them equally, they're

all my squad.

Who is your style icon?

Lerato Kganyago is my stylist icon .

What was the biggest risk you’ve ever taken?

The biggest risk I've ever taken was to work with 20

clients in a day for a wedding gig .

What, in your opinion, is the most important quality in

a Makeup Artist?

Interpersonal skills and active and active listening.

How do you stay abreast of the latest beauty trends?

I'm always trying new looks everyday, I learn and

grow everyday.

What three makeup item should no woman leave

home without?

No woman should ever leave home without a lipstick,

blender brush and powder .

What is the most important beauty advice that you

can give to women?

Never doubt your Beauty or be discouraged about

your skin color.

If you woke up tomorrow and gained any one ability

or quality, what would you want it to be?

I would want to be number 1 makeup artist in the

world .

Where do you see yourself in the next 5 years?

In the next 5years I see myself owning a saloon and

makeup school, also having my own makeup name .

What is your idea of happiness and success?

My idea of happiness is when I get more gigs to work

with, I want more young women to succeed and be

successful.

If you could visit any place in the world where would

you go? Why?

United states of America.

What keeps you motivated?

What keeps me motivated is to stay focus and also

look up to other women who are successful and

business owners.

What are your future goals, dreams and plans?

My future goals is to own a beauty school , I plan to

get as many gigs can and make more money.

Do you have a hidden talent?

My hidden talent is acting and modeling.

Do you have any advice you would like to give to

other?

My advice to others is that, never give up on your

dreams , whatever you want or wish go for it , fight for

it NEVER GIVE UP .

If someone wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

This is how you can reach me

Facebook: VUTLHARHI VALNATIA MASWANGANYI

Page : VEE'S BEAUTY BRAINS

Instagram: @vutlharhi_valnatia



Performing Arts - Leanka Laubscher

My name is Leanka Laubscher, I am 30 years old. I

am a qualified Dance Teacher and is the Owner

and teacher of Leanka Laubscher School of Dance

in Gqeberha, Eastern Cape. My ultimate passion is

the Arts and people, especially the youth! Dance

teaches discipline, self-respect and life skills!

Tell the reader more about yourself and your journey

as a performing artist:

I’m passionate about dance, movement and

people. Dance motivates me to wake up in the

morning and make the most of every day, making

me a better person. Discipline and teaching gives

me a purpose. Life does not stand still, it moves and

best we move with it!

What has been the highlight of your career?

I competed Internationally in Los Angeles [World

Championships of Performing Arts – WCOPA 2013 &

2014] and New York [Talent America 2017, 2018] in

dance and modelling and achieved gold, silver,

bronze medals and overall awards. I won a 3

month’s scholarship with unlimited dance classes at

Millennium Dance Complex in Los Angeles and I did

3 weeks training in 2013.

In 2019 I went on a Dance Tour [A.I.D.T] and trained

at Alvin Ailey and Broadway Dance Centre. I had

the privilege of attending a production of the

Rockettes at Radio City and also met them

backstage and danced some steps with them.

Who are your biggest influences?

I want to name a few:

My mentor & teacher Christelle Smit [Christelle Smit

Dance Studio], Brigitte Reeve-Taylor [Founder of

Dancers Love dogs, Brand Ambassador AWS of SA],

Melanie & Shawn Ashcroft [Co-Directors of Talent

Africa SA].

How have you developed your career?

I teach by following an International dance syllabus

and then assisting my students in achieving their

qualification in dance! Being the proud Brand

Ambassador for Talent Africa SA, I choose to build a

bigger and better South Africa and I choose to do

this in Gqeberha [Port Elizabeth]. I am very proud of

all disciplines of the Arts, it’s about supporting each

other and build opportunities. We have survival

instincts and this together with our life skills, anything

is possible. We all have a talent, use it!

What are you most proud of to date?

I achieved Honors with Distinction for my Advanced

Associate Teachers Diploma and it is my

7th year of successfully running my own dance

school.

If you were to completely start over again from day

dot, what would you do differently?

I will do nothing differently, I love what I do and

appreciate every person that assisted me in making

my dream possible. Every success and set-back

made me the person I am today, and “Dance”, my

God given talent is my life and passion.

What accomplishments do you see yourself

achieving in the next five to 10 years?

Becoming an examiner for A.I.D.T [Association of

International Dance Teachers].

Which skills have you gained that help you perform

effectively?

I did a 6 years Dance Degree with the Association of

International Dance Teachers [A.I.D.T]. My dance

school follows the International syllabus and we do

exams at the end of every year.

Tell me about your favourite performance in your

career.

Every time I step on stage it is unique and my

favourite but if I had to choose, I would say I

performed “Catz”, character solo performance in

New York at Talent America Competition, and I really

felt like I was dancing my character as part of the

show.

What’s your process for dealing with performance

anxiety?

I warm-up before every 

performance and try to focus 

on the stage and routine by 

trying to stay calm and 

believe in my ability to give 

my best.

What would you do if you made a mistake during a

performance?

I keep going and create new choreography by

improvising, because the audience does not know

the routine, the most important is to not lose focus

and panic, by continuing truly shows your performing

skills.

What advice would you have for someone wanting

to follow in your footsteps?

Success is what you make of it, work hard and build

yourself, work with your people around you, be

positive, no matter how hard it is! Persevere!

If someone wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

www.danceschoolleanka.co.za
leankalaubscher@yahoo.com

Facebook and Instagram



Performing Arts – Meloney Branford

What has been the highlight of your career?

Winning the LMC division at Talent America

International Championship in 2020.

Who are your biggest influences?

My dance teacher, Michelle Wright. She inspires me

everyday.

How have you developed your career?

Many National and International competitions have

given me many opportunities to grow. This year I am

part of a TV show, Danslyn.

What are you most proud of to date?

Winning the Examiners Cup in Ballet during my

Dance School last year.

If you were to completely start over again from day

dot, what would you do differently?

Nothing...every experience has shaped me in some

way.

What accomplishments do you see yourself

achieving in the next five to 10 years?

I hope to be cast in a Broadway show.

Which skills have you gained that help you perform

effectively?

Visualising is something that I am very good at and

learned when I was injured. It helps me focus.

Tell me about your favorite performance in your

career.

Its a dance that came from my heart....every step.

The dance eon at the Talent Africa Nationals and

Talent America International Championships and got

me signed by an International Talent Agency. The

dance was called Say Something and is about the

loss or betrayal of someone you care about.

What's your process for dealing with performance

anxiety?

I have breathing exercises I do.

What would you do if you made a mistake during a

performance?

I make it part of the dance...no one knows but me.

What advice would you have for someone wanting to

follow in your footsteps?

Work hard and just be you...no one can be a better

you.

If someone wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

www.melobeybranford.com

Meet the talented Estée-Mari Smit

Photo credit: Carel van Vuuren Photography

You have to find your passion that sparks a light in

you to illuminate your world. My name is Estée-Mari

Smit but my friends call me Ice tea. I am a 12 year

old ‘laatlammetjie’ and live with my mom, dad and

22 year old brother in Roodepoort on the West Rand.

They are my biggest supporters and the most

important people in my life. Looking back on how my

passion for modeling started, I was a shy and

extremely anxious three year old little blonde girl who

wouldn't stop crying every morning when mommy

dropped me off at crèche.

That was when a lady suggested mommy enrol me in

modeling classes. And so my interest in modeling

began when auntie Estelle Laubscher from M&E

Modeling took me in. She was so patient with me

and before long, I owned the ramp. She believed in

me so much, I saw myself through her eyes and I was

ready to take on the world. She transformed me into

a confident little girl who believed that I could do

anything on and off the ramp. She is my role model

and I will forever be thankful to her for opening up

my world, the world where I am constantly reaching

for the stars.

The baton was passed onto another big influencer in

my life, aunty Valerie Bergbie from Vogue, who has

contributed enormously to the success I have

achieved in modeling competitions where I have

won titles such as Little Miss Million Dollar, Miss Rand

Show, Toddler and Tween, Junior Overall Top Model,

Overall Miss Jacaranda, Overall Little Miss Grand SA,

Miss Eco Grand Supreme Overall winner, Pre-Teen

Miss Supranational SA, Senior Supreme Miss Queen of

Iceland, Miss Beach Body and Junior Overall Winner

Miss Queen of Summer. In total I have won 22 titles

and 7 Overall winnings

from the age of 7 to date.

Modeling has given me the confidence to excel in

drama. I love performing at Eisteddfods and various

other drama competitions such as the recent online

World Monologue Games where I competed in the

Youth Category 12-18 against actors from all over the

world last year. I am so honoured to be ranked 3rd in

the World in the Youth Category, 2020. I have also

been nominated as an ambassador for Allegretto-

eisteddfod 2021. That has just made me more

determined to work harder and see where my

passion for drama will take me.

Another passion of mine is Ballroom and Latin

dancing. I have taken part in competitions such as

Dancing Under African Skies and Rumba in the

Jungle, two big SA competitions hosted annually.

There is nothing that compares to the drama of the

Tango, the grace of the Waltz and the cheekiness of

the energetic Jive. I have been partaking in this sport

for 4 years now and have no intention of ever

hanging up my dancing shoes! I love the group

dynamics in sport such as netball. I have joined a

netball club called Net Aktief in the West Rand and

are committed to practices three days of the week.

The latest and newest addition to my hobbies is ice

hockey. I have only been playing for a month but I

am hooked on the adrenalin rush you get from

manoeuvring a puck on ice and landing it in the net.

My plans for this year is to go big. 
When I am on the stage, reciting a 

poem, doing a monologue or a prose 
... or, when I am on the dancefloor, 

with blisters on my feet, executing my 
dance moves ... or, when I am on the 

ramp showcasing my modeling
technique ... I am performing. I am a 

performer!



Hannes & 

Zelmari
PPMC March 2021

Photo credit: Grant Betts
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Anchané (Photo left)

She is the 21 year old Anchané Pretorius, she received

numerous sports awards trough out her school career. She

was a SA netball champion for 4 years continuously, she

also received her SA clothes in hockey, netball and

athletics. Anchané was chosen to represent South Africa

in Mauritius were they also learned the less fortunate to

play netball.

Her passion in life is to be a good role model for the

younger generation to show woman how truly beautiful

they are, to show woman that they are equal to men

despite the work that they do.

ModeLling and fashion will always be her first love. She‘s

been modelling for over the past 6 years and received

numerous titles. She has done fashion shows, photoshoots,

pageants etc, but her most proud moments was when she

was announced Miss Globe South Africa in May 2018

where she represented South Africa in Albania, Italy

against 67 other countries were Anchané placed top 20.

Last year she had the privilege to represent South Africa

again in Italy for the Miss Look of the Year 2019.

She’s a proud Ambassador for:

• Tem’s Bombshell Hair Growth

• Jolache Couture,

• Majestic hair creations,

• SDK Remy-Lengths extensions,

• AtFitnessPotch

• Aurora health

• Cherry blossom clothing

Highly organized, passionate about life,
ambitious and driven about the small
things in life, a keen lover of nature and
enjoys Gods creations at its best.

To contribute to other people’s happiness, to be an

example of what a young woman should be.. and that is

exactly who Anchané Pretorius is. She joined JannyDjan

Models in 2020 and focus now to become a fashion and

fitness model.

Instagram: @anchanepretorius

Photographer: PierreVee

MUA: Stephan Venter

Marinet (Photo left)

Instagram: @itsmarinet

Photographer: Anlo van der Merwe

Clothing: Viwa Prive

MUA: Stephan Venter

I am 16 years old and from JannyDjan Models. I am in Grade

11 at The High School for Girls Potchefstroom. I started my

pageant career working back-stage at a national pageant

from the age of 10 where I gained valuable experience and

when I entered my first pageant in 2018, I was crowned Miss

Aganang FM Pre-Teen. In 2019 I placed Top 5 in Miss Pre-Teen

South Africa hosted by Beyond2000.

I started modelling and although a bit short, I already done

photo shoots for Viwa Prive, Kryolan Potchefstroom, The

Lingerie Studio and many more. Recently I joined the training

team of JannyDjan Models.

I love exploring both in reality and on paper as you can learn

from both of them. I play field hockey while balancing

dramatic arts and has done ballet for a couple of years.

My goal for 2021 is to live the best life I am
able to every single day and to make the
most of the opportunities given to me.

Angela (Photo left)

I am 22 years old and grew up in the town of

Potchefstroom, North West and received my education via

home schooling. Aside from my modelling career, my

hobbies include dancing, pc gaming, and a crazy love for

animation, music, and fashion. With regards to the

dancing courses I have undertaken, I have completed the

following techniques, namely: Contemporary, Freestyle,

Ballroom, as well as Latin.

Moreover, I have also participated within competitions,

entailing all of the above-mentioned techniques. In

conclusion, I would classify myself as a dedicated, diligent,

hardworking, on-point, type of person who despises in work

not being done accordingly, aspects taught to me by my

greatest influence and inspirations, being my mother Mary-

Ann as well as my model mother Janet Potgieter from

JannyDjan Models.

My accomplishments thus far in the modeling industry:

• High fashion photoshoot for a brand new clothing line

for Viwa Prive

• Featured in the PPMC issue 25 2021

• Featured in the Model Mag SA January 2021 Edition

• Being part of a fantastic modelling organization –

JannyDjan Models

My goals and aspirations for 2021.

As an aspiring model my main goal for 2021 would be:

• Building my personal brand

• Walking my first high fashion runway show for a South

African Designer as I take pride in being a true South

African

My second goal would be to inspire and empower people

who struggle with mental health challenges and face daily

trials and tribulations as I firmly believe that mental health

challenges is not a stopping point neither an obstacle but

the start of acceptance and self- love.

Instagram: @ang.robinson

Photographer: Director Charles

Clothing: Viwa Prive

MUA: Stephan Venter

Karabo (Photo right)

My plan for 2021 is to work harder and accomplish more than I did last year. My

aim is to gain more experience and learn more about Modelling and Pageantry.

My motivation is living within the parameters of my dreams and purpose.

I believe we all have the power to change our situation by
unlocking the potential of our talent. What makes me
unique is my confidence and personality.

I want to give credit to my coach, aunty Janet Potgieter. She is the reason why I

face another day with a beautiful smile, she has moulded me into the person I am

today, she has helped me to gain more confidence and she is always there to

encourage me to have a burning passion for my goals. I am the 19 year old

Karabo Motlhatlhedi, South Africa’s next top model.

Instagram: @Karaboyarona_Motlhatlhedi

Photographer: Anlo van der Merwe

Clothing: Viwa Prive

MUA: Stephan Venter

Male & Female Models South - Africa



Izelle  
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Photo Credit: John Filmalter
Makeup: Makeup Stephan Venter

Agency: Figures Models International



Vile (Photo left)

Photo credit: DJMcKay photography

Instagram: vile_ingi_shabangu

Tiktok: Moenkgele Ingi Shabangu

My name is Vile Shabangu I am a swati girl . I am very

enthusiastic and ambitious young woman who reflects on

various personalities including qualities of generosity and

thoughtfulness . I believe in fighting for everything you want

because nothing comes on a silver plater . I strive to empower

all young women all over the world who don’t think that they

don’t have the means to make it and reach every goal they set

, empower them to keep it in mind that thru are beautiful, worth

it and they are strong .

I am Miss Varsity Free State First princess 2018 and Miss UFS South

Campus 2nd Princess 2018 and I’m currently a finalist for Miss

Mangaung 2021. I am a final year student at the University Of

Free State studying Communication Science

My plans for this year are to start a YouTube
channel , push it as much as I can and open
a clothing business for kids and girls .

As much as I’m interested in the modeling industry I would work

on getting gigs to work with brands for advertisements more

especially clothes and photography brands .

Lesleigh (Photo right)

Photo credit: Gemini Solutions Studio

Social media: 

https://www.facebook.com/models.geminimodels

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent Agency

Make UP: Salon Arabella

This year, I am all about taking on adventures and stepping

out of my comfort zone. My biggest plan studying EduCare in

the second semester.

Arts and crafts are my biggest hobbies, but having a pencil

out for Soduko, word search is also a go-to, I always have

time for reading for when I want to escape into my own

fantasy, working out keeps me sane and healthy. Dancing is

my passion, also my way of creating my own world.

My hope for my modeling career is to be noticed for my

artistic craft, I would love to be seen on TV as well in a theatre

production. I'm keen on learning so much more about the

industry and more about myself (because you never really

know yourself well enough and what you can actually do)

Nikki (Photo left)

Photo credit: Loggies van Loggerenberg

I am a 13 year old model from a small town, Standerton in

Mpumulanga. My hobbies is dancing, reading, cycling and

also karate. My biggest dream is to compete in model

competitions overseas. My plans for 2021 is to finish my grade,

compete in model competitions as much as I can and also to

join a charity group to help the less fortunate.

I hope to accomplish a lot this year, starting with my school

career, I want to excel high as possible in school and reach a

new frontier in my modelling career.

My hobbies is dancing, reading, karate and cycling. Dancing

helps me to release a lot of energy and just to be myself, while

reading helps me to learn alot about the outside world. Karate

learns me about self defense and discipline. Cycling helps me

to keep my body into shape.

My interest in the modeling industry is to see how a girl

transforms into a self confident model who works hard to

accomplish her dreams like my role model DemiLeigh Nel-

Peters who moved to America to continue her modelling

career. One of my dreams is also to be a rolemodel to

someone and also to be seen on big stages like Miss World and

maybe also the New York fashion week.

Shaneshree (Photo right)

Photography: Gemini Solutions Studio

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent Agency

I'm a kind of person that firstly loves God and all his

work on earth and his work towards me and my

family. I also care about those who have less that

what I have. I always strive for success by the Grace

and mercy of God. My life and my future all

depends on myself because I cannot run towards

people to help me with what I want and where I

want to go in life.

My dream is to be successful and work hard cause

there's a saying that say's " HARD WORK PAYS OFF"

Sometimes I think where I am today but thankful for

what I have in life. I am a God fearing person.

Jessica (Photo right)

Photo credit: Susan Fourie Photography

Agency: Vogue Catwalk Models Meyerton

Jessica has only been modeling for a year

and has grown to love every aspect of

modeling. Jessica motto in life is Dream,

Believe and Achieve.

As a Serious show jumper in
the Equestrian circles
modeling gives her life perfect
balance and at this age that is
very important.

Cliffe (Photo right)

Instagram: Cliffe_Wilson 111

Twitter :Cliffe Wilson

Facebook: Anoh Chinyani

Cliffe  Wilson Chinyani is a Commercial and Extra Model. With 

experience walking runways at local venues for charity.

Modelled in Pretoria at 𝐌𝐫 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐌𝐢𝐬𝐬
𝐈𝐧𝐝𝐞𝐩𝐞𝐧𝐝𝐞𝐧𝐭 𝐒𝐨𝐮𝐭𝐡 𝐀𝐟𝐫𝐢𝐜𝐚 𝟐𝟎𝟐𝟎, and Crowned
1st Prince (𝑴𝑴𝑰𝑺𝑨) ....Commended by the

agency for professionalism and ability to take
direction.

Danique (Photo left)

Photo Credit : Beannla Cilliers

Tik Tok: uhh.itzz.danique

Facebook: Danique du Plessis

Instagram : dude.who.is.danique

Plans for this year: I am new in the modeling industry and

just completed my first professional photo shoot which was

just amazing and I loved every moment of it. I am currently

not registered with a modeling agency yet, I am preparing

a modeling portfolio, and wish to register soon with an

agency, I am however still deciding on which one of the

many excellent options to go with. I hope that modeling will

allow me to realize my dream to travel and see the world

and meet many interesting people and experience the

various cultures around the world.

My hobbies include dancing, making TikTok videos, and

acting out my favorite TV shows as well as spending quality

time with my family and friends.

I am in my final year of Primary School (Grade 7) and I am

studying hard to get good marks. I love playing Netball

and exercise regularly to stay fit and to get good enough

to make the 1st Team.

Male & Female Models South - Africa
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Photo Credit: Blackhorse Photography

Instagram: @d.anielle.xx

MUA: Miekie Ward



Omphile (Photo left)

Photo credit: @Lesegoleomoleko

Instagram: @omphile.olorato

Facebook: @omphile olorato

My name is Omphile Phakedi, I was born and brought up in

Kimberley (Northern cape). I'm currently doing grade 11

@Northern cape high school. My strength is that I am a hard

worker and my weakness is that I can easily trust to people .

I'm an introvert and I love meeting new people.

I was bullied at school. Bullying is a serious issue for young

people in today's world ,but it's hardly a new trend. It's so

serious that I nearly ended my life. It was in high school the

first 3 years of high school. From that experience my

classmates latched onto the " fun " they were having

bullying me and never went away! I was used to being

treated like a piece of garbage and accepted that as my

fate, hoping the bullying would go away if I didn't fight back

their abuse anymore.

Dancing and talking to a therapist helped me building up

my confidence and fighting back and saying enough is

enough! I was tired of them hitting me and emotionally

abusing me. I then later changed schools , which is at

northern cape high.

YOU ARE THE CREATER OF YOUR OWN
EXPERIENCE... THEREFORE ALL PROBLEMS
MUST BE MET WITHIN YOU.

My hobbies is cooking and reading magazine articles. My

talents are dancing and singing. My interest is becoming an

influencer and being a Tv presenter .

My plans for this year is to be able to get an
agency and to break into the industry and
also to have good grades so that I could
pass grade 11 and go to matric next year in
2022.

Sannah (Photo right)

Photo Credit: TM Studio Photography

Facebook: Sannah Matli

Instagram: @ssannah_m

Creating my own light

A girl from North West, Klerksdorp once went to varsity in

Pretoria to do her 3 year course, Diploma: Management

Services at Tshwane University of Technology from 2014 until

2016.All she wanted was to create her own light, she

attended a 3 month sewing program at JRS (Jesuit Refugee

Services) South Africa in 2015 while she was doing her

course, she was passionate in sewing and fashion.

She hope that one day she will open her own clothing

business hence she decided to gain experience by

volunteering at JRS business after the program in 2015. She

then managed to balance varsity and fashion school until

she graduated in 2016. Luckily in 2017 God blessed her with

an internship at Truworths for a year until 2018.

Fashion and clothing inspired her very much she started

buying fashionable clothes then post them on Instagram,

she also become fashion adviser by advising family and

friends on what to wear when going to any kind of events,

she further open a Business selling Merchandise account

called ‘Lequander’ on Facebook. Although her business

was not successful on Facebook.

She got another internship in May 2018 until April 2020 at

Department of Higher Education and training, she worked

as an intern in Organisational Development, which was

relevant to her Diploma. After the contract ended in 2020

she struggled to find permanent job, that did not stop her

from creating her own light. She then start to follow her

talent in acting, interest in modelling and passion in fashion

by applying online agencies and magazine in acting,

modelling and fashion. However with her passion not giving

up, she is now accepted by PPMC MAGAZINE.

My name is Sannah Matli, I am currently unemployed .i

have Diploma in Management Services. I have 1 year

internship experience at Truworths as Human Resource

intern and have 2 years internship at Department of Higher

Education and Training as Organisational Development

Intern, from Pretoria, Arcadia, interested in Modelling,

Acting and Fashion. I have certificate in sewing.

Currently going through the process of joining the agency

Mobile_Model_Management and OCAATING Studio. I am

the last born in one of my two siblings. I was born and raised

by my two parents in North West, Klerksdorp. Came in

Pretoria in 2014 to pursue my dreams and create my own

light. My plans for this year are to pursue my Modelling,

Acting and Fashion Career. If that doesn’t work out well

then a permanent job in any department.my hobbies is

that I like sewing clothes hence now I’m busy with sewing

unique and very nice face mask for winter. One of the

things I want to accomplish is to see myself on TV or in two

or more magazines.

Katherine (Photo left)

Photo credit : Launique van der Linde photography

I'm recently married to the most amazing man in the

world. We get along so well and know each other so

well. I love animals as I've been around animals my

whole life. Music is one of my favorites, especially songs

with meaning and then just something with a good

beat. My plans for this year are too just make it a great

year, last year was terrible for alot of people in South

Africa. So this needs to be made a great year.

Your hobbies: modeling for my photographer who in

fact is my best friend. And animals, I love animals.

Talents: Helping others and healing animals

Interest in modeling: you always wanted to become a

model looking at all the photos other people use to

take. And my late uncle always encouraged me to try

modeling as he said I had what it took.
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Nicola (Photo right)

Photographer: Michal Viljoen

Hair and make-up: Nicola Knoetze

I started off my pageant and modeling career at a young

age of 6, in grade 1, when Yolandi Rossouw recruited myself

and my best friend at the time. I have gone on to complete

my teachers diploma in modeling at the age of 14 and now

am an assistant teacher at Glamlight Models in Centurion.

I am the reigning Miss Gauteng Schools 2020 and Miss Junior

South Africa 2020. The link to my Facebook page is:

https://www.facebook.com/TeenUniverse2016/ and

Instagram:

https://instagram.com/nicola.knoetze?igshid=uoqihof7xth2

This March I start studying at university. I will be studying

Bcom Accounting at the University of Pretoria.

I am looking forward to starting a new chapter in my life with

my studies and to qualify as a chartered accountant in the

future.

I support the vulnerable in my community
by supporting Angels Among us, an NGO
who provides assistance such as food,
toiletries, clothing etc to people in need
within our community of Centurion.

This is especially important now with the Covid 19 pandemic

as many people have lost their income and can no longer

care for themselves and their children. Sanmarie

Lamprecht, the organiser, can be reached on

angelsau911@gmail.com.



Prefida 
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Model IG: @prefida_kabasele  

Photographer: Just Frame Me Photography

Photographer IG: @justframemephotography 



Kaylin (Photo left)

Photo credit: Creations Photography

For me its all about the 4-G's

GOD, GOALS, GROWING & GLOWING

I'm a young lady that always has a smile on

my face. I'm a very friendly, bubbly, kind and

fun person that enjoys life to the fullest ... Life is

so precious and I also love spending quality

time with my family and friends.

Please remember that all of us
lady's are beautiful in our own
way.

Shanya (Photo left)

Photo credits : 

danfuzzphotography

Make up: Rehaldo _ beauty

Agency : 33@me Talent Agency

Instagram : shanya_cortes_

I am a hard working aspiring model

at 33@me Agency. My hobbies are

singing, modeling, hockey, horse

riding, playing the piano.

My life motto is "I am an original not

a copycat or duplicate. I am me

and that's how it shall forever be".

Katelin (Photo right)

Photo credit: Mariesa Swanepoel 

Agency: Figure Models Brits

Hi my name is Katelin Gunter, I am 14 years old and

living in Brits in the North West region.

I am energetic, full of motivation and living life to the

fullest. My main love is animals. We have 5 Rescued

dogs and also a Chinchilla named Gucci Prada - my

love for fashion inspired her name.

Being with my friends is also very important, but need

my alone time to reflect on myself as well. Modeling is a

passion of mine, a life style, a part of your everyday to

day living. It makes me very humble and appreciate

every little in life.

Make up, dressing up and doing my
hair is just the finer touches of who I
really am, I am a plain Jane who loves
life, Modeling and animals.

Aimee Leigh (Photo left)

Photo Credits: Brendan Croft

Social media: instagram - aimz_lourens15

I Aimee Lourens am a brave, confident
and strong young lady. Two years ago I
was diagnosed with Hodgkin Lymphoma
Cancer and felt my world crashing in.

Six months later I overcame my giant and found my

purpose, I was made to empower and inspire young girls.

Last year I entered Miss Teen of SA with hopes of telling

people my story, to encourage them and to let them know

whatever they are facing they can overcome it.

I am now a top 26 finalist in the Miss Teen of SA and using

this platform to uplift, inspire and teach young girls that

your worth is not found in your current circumstances or

how you look. Instead it is found in your perseverance,

determination and courage to get up and push through.

We are more than conquerors if we believe we can then

we CAN.

Cassidy (Photo right)

Make up: Christelle van Niekerk

Photographer: Photography by Daleen Swarts 

Photography

Agency: Elite Models

I’m a 16-year-old aspiring model with the Elite Models

Agency. I attend Sasolburg High school and I’m currently

finishing my Grade 10 year. My passion for modelling start

at the age of 12. Besides modelling my other interests

include being in the kitchen, Photography and for obvious

reason being in front of cameras.

The best part about modelling is that it allows me to be

creative, makes me feel good and most importantly it

builds up my confidence.

My biggest goal in life is to become the
best version of myself, while also inspiring
those around me through my modelling
career.

My motto in life is pretty simple: “Wake up, dress up and

always show up”

Ané (Photo left)

Photo credits: Sierintjie

Facebook - Sierintjie, Ané Fourie. 

Instagram - @sierintjie, @ane_f21

For this year, as a newly married

couple, my husband and I have

an exciting new chapter that lies

ahead. I plan to have a

successful online business, and to

be just to be happy over all!

When it comes to keeping myself

busy, I love art such as painting

and drawing.

I love working in the garden (I

collect succulents) and I love

outdoor photography. I live an

active lifestyle, I enjoy hiking and

I love playing netball! I've been

asked to model a couple of times

in my life. It is something I enjoy

doing.

Leigh (Photo left)

Model Agency: Figures models 

Photo Credit: Ryan Vaughn 

I recently matriculated with

exemption and hope to one day

further my education, focusing on

photography and teaching English

as a foreign language. This year

however, I am going to focus on my

modeling career and hopefully get

closer to my dream of becoming an

international fashion model.

My hobbies include
playing hockey,
swimming and exercising.
Currently I am also
studying Spanish in my
free time to be adverse in
more languages as I start
to conquer the world.
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Photo Credit: Darrell Fraser

https://www.darrellfraser.com

Social Media: 

https://www.facebook.com/DarrellFraserPhotography  

https://www.instagram.com/DarrellFraser



Sindisiwe (Photo left)

Photo credit: @Wiseman photography

Facebook: Pearl Sindisiwe Magcaba

Instagram: @Sindi.pearl

I am Sindisiwe Magcaba 22 years of age a Young lady

who grow up in the Township called Kwandengezi, Who

will one day be a Successful, Mind and Heart Changing

teacher. Through this Profession I believe I could make a

difference. As a wise lady once said, “Remember, You

are the one who can fill the world with Sunshine.

I am people-Person I love meeting new people and

learning about their lives and their backgrounds. I am

Humble, I am smart, I am intelligent and I am capable. I

enjoy sharing things and talking to people about variety

of things. I have a Quick wit and love to laugh about

everything under the Sun. I can be quite at first but once

you get to know me I don’t shut up I am fun loving, But

serious when necessary.

Last year was literally a rollercoaster ride with the grim

pandemic situation surrounding us. Unlike other years, this

was a different one for all of us - locked inside our homes,

working from home, and stepping out only for essentials,

especially when multiple lockdowns were happening.

This year has made one thing clear.

Planning things way in advance doesn’t
help. Your situations can change
anytime, and you have to adjust
accordingly.

So, for this year my plan is to set mini-goals every month

and take them one by one. I am not going to set lofty

goals for myself, which might be difficult for me to

achieve. Sometimes, it’s good to take the easy approach

and set goals that you can accomplish if you follow a

structured routine.

And I have already started this process.

Simonè (Photo right)

Photo credit: Deon Greeff

Instagram: simone.wagstaff

Facebook: Simone Wagstaff

Since 2020 was not the year anyone expected I still

believe that I grew in that year not only as a person but

also to what I want in 2021 my dreams and drive for this

year. I have a great passion for keeping fit and being

healthy and my goal would be to manage and open up

my own fitness clothing range to impact people's live and

let them know that they are strong and worthy.

With that said I want to pursue the opportunity to be a

fitness coach, to motivate other people to be the best

version of themselves and so that they can feel

empowered to overcome anything coming their way.

I also have my own photography business named Carpe

Diem Photographs which is a hobby and passion for me

to capture a moment in a single photograph. I have a

natural talent for music and also enjoy the finer things in

live like reading and being in nature.

As a model I would like to strengthen my skills that can be

utilized in photoshoots and explore other platforms for

models. I have a great agency that provides me with all

the equipment to improve my modeling and also grow as

a person.

I am driven to give my all in everything I do so I want to

climb the ladder in the modeling industry and make a

impact where I can.

My motto in live is : I will hold myself to a standard of

GRACE not perfection.

Gillian (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Photographer - Basseline Studios

Instagram: @gillian_seetso

TikTok: @gillian.seetso

YouTube: Gillian with a G

My plans for the year is to continue with my studies but also

invest more time into my modeling and book a job. I feel like I

have been knocking on doors and this year the right door will

open. My focus for this year is my mental state and just to b

happy and fulfilled in what I do as we all know time is limited

on this earth.

My hobbies are cooking, for March am going meatless for

the whole month so I have had so much fun creating

vegetable recipes. I also love creating video content for my

YouTube channel (it’s still small but we all start somewhere). I

love dancing, Netflix and chilling and just traveling and

experiencing new things.

Talents I believe I can sing and dance. But to be honest I still

struggle to pin point my talents but if sarcasm was one of

them I would excel hahaha. In the modeling industry I have

categorized myself as a commercial model and also a

natural hair model. I still have a long way to go before I

reach the goal I want to reach but I am ready for this

journey.

Eldunique (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Filmalternative

Social media: @_eldunique_

"Integrity without knowledge is weak and useless, and

knowledge without integrity is dangerous and dreadful - but

without strength nothing is possible.“

I am the challenge seeking and determined 16 year old

Eldunique Du Plessis, residing in the beautiful North West

Province, I am a homeschooling student currently studying

through Cambridge International.

I have been doing modeling since the age of 2 and have

had much success, nationally as well as internationally,

modeling has taught me much about life, being a certified

modeling coach at my age it enables me to uplift and

encourage other young people, and help them to cope with

the ups and downs life has to offer, for I am able to relate to

their reality.

I have completed my one year International Elite Makeup

and Special effects diploma at the age of 14, and currently I

am a freelancing SFX and makeup artist. Being able to make

people feel confident and realise their beauty is very

rewarding.

Drag Racing is also one of my passions, I
enjoy pushing my limits therefore "My
mission in life is not merely to survive, but to
thrive; and to do so with some passion,
some compassion, some humor and some
style".
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Kyla (Photo left)

Agency: 33 and me Talent Agency

MUA: Rehaldo Beauty

Photographer: Danzfuss Photography

Kyla is busy preparing for IMTA New York 2021. She will

showcase her talents as a singer, model and actor.

With a very busy schedule between
modelling hockey and her school work she
manage to preform the best under
pressure. If you would like to follow her
journey on Facebook at Kyla Vorster or
Instagram @kyla_vorster



Phoebe 
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Photographer

@Hannes Spookels - Facebook

Hannes_spookels – Instagram

https://www.instagram.com/

hannes_spookels/



Madelaine (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Cathy Heaton

Makeup: Cathy Heaton

Insta: madelaine_snyman

Facebook: Madelaine Coetzee Snyman

My name is Madelaine Snyman. I'm a Wife to a Beautiful

Gentle Giant, who I Love & Adore very much and

supports me in everything I do! I grew up in a small town

called Carletonville & went to Gimnasuim High school in

Potchefstroom. I am currently living in Emalahleni.

I am blessed to say I have survived stage 3 cancer, this

inspired me to live life to the fullest. I just take every

opportunity that presents itself and also made my dream

a reality, by opening Heck Yes Makeup Artistry.

I had the opportunity to work with the Best, I done

Makeup for, Mrs SA Finalists, Mrs Rustenburg Magazine

Frontpage for the Beautiful Mrs RTB 2018 Chantel Krause,

Phenomenal Artist Henny C Tsonga Prince, the Music

video of Victor Bravo, Ace Models, working next to the

Extraordinary Cathy Heaton & my work also featured in

Troukoors Magazine 2020 & the Fabulous PPMC Magazine!

I'm a Very positive, grateful, hard working, loyal, loving,

compassionate, humble & highly favoured Women!

I'm am Mrs Rustenburg Charity & Personality 2019. I won

the Beauty Category, with my makeup in the Women's

Lifestyle Network competition.

I was chosen to be a Mrs SA Semi-Finalist 2021. I wanted to

be the Best, I possibly could be, that's when I decide to

join Ace Models JHB North where I met the very Talented

Cathy Heaton who became, not only my Mentor but my

friend as well. She believe in every single student &

teaches us to Motivate, Inspire & Empower, not only

ourselves but also others.

I was chosen as Face of Ace, Top 5 in the Adult category,

I am so excited, for all the wonderful opportunities that

came my way, my Precious Parents that always guides

me, I have so Much Love & Respect for them & Truly

Beautiful People I have met along the way. I know this is

only the Grace of JEHOVA GOD, living life to the fullest.

My motto in life is:

Its not what you have, but what you can give!

Lots of Love

Madelaine Snyman

Jenique (Photo left)

Facebook: @jeniquebmodel

Instagram: @b_nique_1

Modelling achievements: Winner – Miss

Gauteng, Miss Mzanzi, Miss Bedazzled, Miss

Jnr Jansie (Hoërskool Dr Eg Jansen)

Other achievements: She had been elected

as deputy head girl of sport at Hoërskool Dr

Eg Jansen and the head cheerleader of the

cheerleading squad.

Her motto: Don’t make excuses for why you

cant make it happen, focus on all the

reasons why you must get it done.

Dineo (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Nature photography

Social media: Twitter : Moesha Sefuthi

Insta: Moesha Sefuthi

Facebook : Moesha Sefuthi

Growing up modelling has always been my passion. I

started noticing my love for modelling when I was in

Grade 5 , when my school had a beauty pageant. Fear

has always dominated until I told myself that I can and I

will. Entered a competition in 2019 and came out the

"face of Frances Baard 2019/20" which was a great

honour to me and my family.

My plans: My plans for the year is to run a successful

modeling show featuring all types of models, in

categories. Expose modelling to alot of people and

companies.

What I aim to achieve is to recognized
as one of the top models around the
world , run successful shows and win.

I am chess player and part of a debate team. I'd say

psychology is my talent.

Janco (Photo left)

Photo credit :Audrey Boniwell

Modelling School Younique Model Academy

Casting Agency 33 and me talent agency 

Instagram 2janco_blignaut 

FB @janco.blignaut.18

I am Janco Blignaut aspiring Actor and

Fashion Model with accolades such as The

Face of Gauteng 2019 gentleman's award

received from my coach Cecilia, IMTA 2021

contestant and many more.

I am currently active with hockey training

and fitness. My motto in life is

#dowhatyouloveandlovewhatyoudo

Yolanda (Photo right)

Photographer: Willem Botha

Facebook: Yolanda Gani

Instagram: _y_gani

My name is Yolanda Gani, I am 40 years old and

originally from Middelburg in Mpumalanga. I relocated

to Cape Town when my little princess was 2 years old.

I am a qualified educator, and currently busy with my

Masters Degree in Education.

Between being a dedicated mother and student, I am

also Managing Director of my own company, Baby

Headbands.

I believe the biggest investment in life is
by educating people. By educating
people, we can improve their quality of
life and they can make informed
decisions about their lives and become
self-sustaining. What I am is a gift from
God. What I become, is a gift TO God!

Vivian (Photo left)

Photo credit: LENS photo studio

Mrs Tourism GLOBAL south Africa FINALIST 2021 

I love modeling and fashion show , I love to take pictures all

the time, my motto is, A life spent making mistakes is not only

more honourable, but more useful than a life spent doing

nothing , my aim is to give a platform to married ladies to

showcase their beauty and wisdom.

That marriage is not a jail you can still live

the live your dreams, love what you do,
living your best life, has become such a
catch phrase lately, but what does it really
mean, for me it is living fearlessly.

Chasing you dream. Stepping out of your Comfort zone. Not

setting. Not Compromising. Being Extraordinary. Working

hard but also playing hard. Talking care of yourself. Loving

fully. And serving others. My hobbies are Running, gym,

reading, spending time in nature, modeling and my talents

include pool dancing, Netball and I love modeling because

is where I find myself and enjoy the beauty in me.
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Photo credit: Gavin Smith

Cell: 082 390 6003

Email: photography@absamail.co.za

Website: www.wildeyephotography.co.za



Sarah-Paige (Photo left)

Photo credit: Jacquie Greenwood

Instagram: @sarahpaigegreenwood

Facebook: Sarah Greenwood

Hobbies: fencing; tennis; archery; netball;

running; golf and modelling A quote that has

always stood out for me is “Life's dim window of

the soul, splits the heavens from pole to pole and

goads you to believe a lie when you look with

and not through the eye”.

This quote stood out for me because it impels you

to engage your mind & not be taken in by

information heard & seen on social media or

even by other people. I started modelling to

boost my confidence and learn how to have

poise. My ambition in life is to graduate from high

school and then further my education at

university in chartered accounting or a

specialised field in law.

Chanel (Photo left)

Agency: Figures

Photographer: Charlies 

Photography

Social Media: 

@chanellilyrobertson5

I have always been a person that

goes with the flow. I always work

hard for what I want, and I always

give my best.

This year I hope to further
my modelling career
and to become the best
version of myself that I
can be. My dream is to
one day be a famous
model.

Zinaschke (Photo right)

Photo credit: Mike Wesson Photography

Facebook- Zinaschke Worman, Instagram- Zinaschke_

I am a very positive and happy person. I live life with

passion and love pushing my own limits in life just to

see how far I can go. I am a very determined person

and always do my best to achieve my goals. I see the

world as a happy place and always look for the best

in people. I know there is a lot of negativity out there,

but I like to look past it and see the positive.

I love motivating people so that they also can see the

positive and beauty our world has to offer

I have been a nail tech for 12 years and my clients

trust me to make them feel happy and hopeful after a

visit with me. I love being a nail tech as I can be

creative and think out the box.

In the near future I would love to pursue a career in

the modeling industry. I know it is a tough industry to

be in, but I love a new challenge in life. I would love to

get in touch with an agency that can help me pursue

my modeling career dream. Currently I am a semi

finalist for Ms Unseen International 2021 representing

Cape Town working hard to make it to finals or even

winning the crown. Life hands us a lot of great

opportunities, you just need to be open to change

and know where to look.

Karike (Photo left)

Photographer: Freek du Toit from Amical Photography

Being blessed and able to start modelling at a young age, I’ve

been working equally hard in school. My biggest inspiration is my

Sister Rohane, She is always there for me and encouraging me,

to do my best. When I look back she is always two steps behind

me.

My biggest supporter in Life is my Mom. She’s always telling me

that when I fall seven times, I must stand up eight times. I have

won or placed in the top 3 in 65 competitions in 6 years of me

doing modelling and pageants

Due to Covid 19 I haven’t done much modelling competitions

but I am a finalist for Toddler and Tween of the world South Afrika

that hopefully would be held in September 2021

This year I have started Boxing @ Liz Health Gym and its super Fun

working hard with Aunty Liz Butler. I have also started my own

franchise of AnaQuin Modeling Academy in Montana Pretoria

I know I have the capability to achieve anything I put my mind

to, my hobbies include dancing, modelling and playing hockey

and apart from that little do people know I love knife throwing

and fishing. I go by one thing in life and that is, “the earth is

round, so remember everything you do will come back to you.

Chanelle (Photo right)

Photo credits: Photographer: Mooiste Mooi

Dress: dresstique_bridal_evening_hire

Makeup: blush_babe_mua

Venue: groenlandwines

My name is Chanelle Mattheus. I am 19 years old. Born

and raised in the beautiful country of South Africa. My

modelling career started when I was a little girl. Due to

school I decided to take a break. I finished school in

2020 and decide to start modelling again.

I see myself as a new model willing to learn and make a

career out of it. Modelling is my passion. When I am

infront of a camera I truly believe I am a natural and

completely confident.

I am currently taking part at
competitions and doing some
collaborative work to update my
portfolio. I believe that beauty is the
illumination of your soul.

Lucinda (Photo left)

Photographer: Michal Challa Viljoen

MUA: Michelle Draper

I am a fun and loving teenager, my

hobbies include modelling and

dancing. I am very passionate about

giving back to my community and for

the last couple of years I have been

an ambassador for Toy Run.

This year I am looking
forward to competing in
pageants for the 1st time.

Danae (Photo left)

Photographer: Anrin Photography 

I'm Danae van der Merwe, I love modeling its

a big passion of mine and I'd like to go further

in it. I am willing to work hard to achieve my

goals. I like Giving people confidence and

being around new people and meeting new

people. I love music and Dancing.

I enjoy being Spontaneous and
just going with the flow I love
visiting new places
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Photo Credit: Debra-Lee Photography

Instagram: Instagram.com/tristan.milan

Modelling Agency: Ace Models JHB North



Letitia (Photo left)

Photographer: Ferdie Muller

Agency: M&M Model and Talent Agency

First of all I would like to thank my photographer and agent

Ferdie Muller, through his lens and guidance I fell in love with

myself again! I like spending time with my closest loved ones,

those include my furry one's. I enjoy nature in general and

would love to live out my days on another deserted island full of

animals one day.

I enjoy watching series like documentaries, horror and mythical, I

also enjoy the odd animations like Rick and Morty. My most

favourite activity over all is spending a day outside anywhere

with my family and friends be it a day at the beach or a day

exploring new areas.

This year I want to achieve at least one major goal, my main

one being recognised as an inspiring personality to those who in

life have been traveling a darker path, and to show them that

there is another way! With dedication and hard work as well as

a passion to love yourself anything is possible.

Vile (Photo right)

Photo credit: DJMcKay photography

Facebook: Moenkgele Ingi Shabangu

Instagram: @vile_ingi_shabangu

Tiktok: Moenkgele Ingi Shabangu

My name is Vile Shabangu I am a Swati girl . I am very

enthusiastic and ambitious young woman who reflects on

various personalities including qualities of generosity and

thoughtfulness . I believe in fighting for everything you want

because nothing comes on a silver plater . I strive to

empower all young women all over the world who don’t

think that they don’t have the means to make it and reach

every goal they set , empower them to keep it in mind that

they are beautiful, worth it and they are strong .

I am Miss Varsity Free State First princess
2018 and Miss UFS South Campus 2nd
Princess 2018 and I’m currently a finalist
for Miss Mangaung 2021. I am a final year
student at the University Of Free State
studying Communication Science.

My plans for this year are to start a YouTube channel , push

it as much as I can and open a clothing business for kids

and girls .as much as I’m interested in the modeling industry

I would work on getting gigs to work with brands for

advertisements more especially clothes and photography

brands .

Churstey (Photo left)

Make-up: IAN & LIEZEL HAIR AND BEAUTY SALON

Hair: IAN & LIEZEL HAIR AND BEAUTY SALON

Photographer: Ferdie Muller

Agency: M&M Model and Talent Agency

My name is Churstey Jordan Simon and I'm from Cape Town...I'm

17 years old and I'm doing my matric this year. I've been a part

of M&M Modelling Agency since May 2020. Since that time I've

learned a lot with agent Ferdie Muller. My dream is to be a

successful model and make a career out of my modelling. I

always strive for the best and I'm always ready for anything that

comes my way.

I'm passionate about what I do including my sports career as a

cyclist. I have achieved a lot these past few years including my

Western Province and Western Cape colours in Cycling. I'm

looking forward to achieve more in my modelling career and

make everyone proud that has been supporting me throughout

the years in what I do.

When I did my first photo shoot with Ferdie Muller I was so

comfortable, in fact he made me feel very comfortable...I was

very impressed with the outcome of my portfolio photos...While

working with Ferdie he taught me that nothing is impossible. I

thank and appreciate Mr. Muller for all his effort and hard work

he put in to me and all the other models. I'm looking forward

and I'm excited to be working with him for the next few years.

Michelle (Photo right)

Photographer: Unknown

Agency: M&M Model and Talent Agency

My plans for the year would be to finish a

few courses this year ,get accepted into

university in the law faculty, to get a few

certificates in different fields like psychology,

modelling, my modelling teachers degree

this year and just focus on modelling

preferably more commercial modelling,

catalog, getting my portfolio done.

I'd also want to work on my singing more this

year and carry on down that line as well and

that's what I hope to accomplish for this

year.
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Ashleigh (Photo left)

Photo credit: Unveil Photography

Social media: @ashiesss__x

I am currently a grade 12 learner at

Goudveld High school in Welkom, Free

State.

I love socializing with friends
but my ultimate favourite
hobby is definitely doing
modelling.

I also enjoy my part time job as a

waitress over the weekends My life

motto is, what lies behind us and what

lies before us are tiny matters compares

to what lies within us.

Beyonce (Photo right)

Photo credit: Visual Storm

Facebook: Bebe Frank

Instagram: bebe_frank24

Modeling school: Figures Models

I'm Beyonce , currently
training at figure models. I
matriculated last year and
looking forward to life after
matric and hoping to
accomplish my year as
planned.

Tara (Photo left)

Photo credit: Unveil Photography

Instagram: @tarabuckley9

I am a grade 10 learner at Welkom

Gimnasuim High School. I started

modeling at the age of 4 years old.

I am a model at Vogue catwalk

models modelling School Welkom

for the past two years and

absolutely changed my life as I

accomplished several

achievements.

My hobbies are netball, modeling

and cricket. I am also part of my

school's medical aid team. My

moto in life is, be the real you

because God only made one you.
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Miss Matjhabeng Finalist

Photographer: Charmaine Whitehead



Zanekhaya (Photo left)

I am 14 years old and a proud scholar of

HTS Potchefstroom. The perfect word to

describe me would be crazy. The reason

why I started modelling was to find my true

self and through modelling I have learned

so much. In 2018 I won my first pageant

which was Miss Pre-Teen Aganang FM and

in 2019 I was a finalist at Miss Pre-Teen

South Africa hosted by Beyond2000.

Ever since then I never wanted to stop with

modelling and enjoy being a JannyDjan

Model. I love cooking with my Mom

because it is memories that can never be

forgotten. My future goal is to be an

inspiration to young women so that they

can lead South Africa in a good way.

Photographer: Picsation Photography

MUA: Stephan Venter

Suné (Photo left)

My name is Suné Coetzee. I'm a13 year

old girl about to start my high school

career at Potchefstroom Gimnasium. I am

excited about this new chapter in my life

and my goal is to make a great success

out of it! I am a born bookworm! I enjoy

doing research on my preferred subjects,

writing and public speaking.

Modelling is my absolute favourite extra-

curricular activity! It fits my personality like

a glove. Our curriculum at Jannydjan

Models covers everything else I'm fond of

– photographic modelling, caring for

yourself, inner beauty, etiquette and

caring passionately for others. What more

does a girl want in life?

Instagram: @sune9563

Photographer: Picsation Photography

MUA: Stephan Venter

Lilly (Photo left)

I am 11 years old, living in Potchefstroom

my entire life and attending Baillie Park

Primary School. I love making videos in

my free time and I play tennis and swim.

I started modelling to teach me

confidence and I love to be a

JannyDjan Model. We learn a lot and

have fun while we go.

I would like to become a role model for

younger girls to show them how to stand

up for themselves and believe in

themselves.

Instagram: @Lilly_Strydom

Photographer: Picsation Photography

Swimsuit: The Lingerie Studio

MUA: Maria de Vos

Anathi (Photo right)

I am Anathi Khambile from Potchefstroom and I am

26 years old. I am a social introvert with a dream

since high school to become a well-known model

in South Africa, therefore I have started taking

modelling classes with JannyDjan Models.

Modelling groomed me to become a better version

of myself. It also helped me to embrace and be

proud of who I am. I was crowned Miss Aganang

FM 2019 and Miss North West overall debutante

2020. I was also awarded the Miss Photogenic

Award.

This year I am getting back to school fulltime to

continue with Business Management, focus on my

shoe business, start exercising again and compete

in a modelling competition. I live my life according

to this motto: “Believe in your infinite potential, your

only limitations are those you set upon yourself”.

Facebook: Anathi esme Instagram:  @anathi_esme

Photographer: ilNika Photography Jewellery: Jolan

Jewelry MUA: Stephan Venter

Lerato (Photo right)

Photo credit : Unveil 

photography

Instagram: 

@lerato_j_mokoena

I’m a grade 11 learner at

Riebeeckstad high school.

I started modelling at

Vogue Catwalk Models

Welkom 3 years ago ,

gained so much

confidence and several

titles, having a positive

attitude & the ability to

look good at all times.

It’s a step I never
regret taking.
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Naledi (Photo right)

Photo credit: Unveil photography

Social media: @naledi_bridgette 

Boleng

I am from Bultfontein currently

staying in Welkom and studying at

Central University and of

Technology. I am an Entrepreneur

founder of Lovealwaysgives (Gifts

Packager and Events Planner).

I am also aspiring to have my own

brand and fashion hall, I’m a lover

of beautiful things and very

creative. I believe that you can

be anything you want as long as

you take a stand.

Amorè (Photo left)

I am 13 years of age and in Grade 7 at Parys Primary

School in the Free State Province. I partake in Modelling,

dancing, horse riding and gymnastics. I love painting and

the outdoors and you will always find me either jogging,

mountain biking or swimming.

I love doing modelling because it lifts my spirit and teach

me that I can do anything I set my mind to and I would like

other girls my age to see that if you believe in your dreams,

work hard and stay humble, that you can achieve it.

Being a proud model at JannyDan Models with a

wonderful teacher Janet Potgieter, who is my absolute

mentor, I was fortunate to take part in the International

Junior Miss South Africa Pageant in 2020 where I won the

Scholarship Award in my age category as well as the

Charity Provincial Award.

I also participated in the Dance National Championships

through Aldanté Dance Studio, where I was blessed to

walk away with 3 Gold Medals and 1 Silver Medal and

qualified for the South African Team.

This year however I want to focus on my modelling career

and hopefully take the modelling industry by storm.

Instagram: @am.ore733

Photographer: Picsation Photography

MUA: Stephan Venter
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Photographer: Ferdie Muller

Agency: M&M Model and Talent Agency



Chamelda (Photo right)

Hi everyone I'm Chamelda Thomas I'm

a 15year old model at MC Models

Kathu I love being social an meeting

new people and modeling is one of my

favorite things to do ever since I was

just a little girl. My favorite sport is

hockey and I love working hard to

make my dreams come true.

Photographer: BB Photography

Instagram: model_chamelda

Facebook: Model Chamelda

Agnes (Photo right)

Photo credit : Siyabonga Bulutha

My name is Agnes Jessica Farrett and I'm a proud

representative of COG (Class of Greatness)

modeling academy. I'm 17 years of age and it's

my fourth year in the modeling industry.

I'm very known for my passionate catwalk on the

runway ,as you can see in the picture below. I

believe that I'm a descendant of greatness and

I'll do anything in my ability to manifest that in my

life .

Tinkie (Photo left)

Photo credit: Unveil photography

Instagram: tinkie_x

I am a grade 11 learner in Welkom-Gimnasium, Welkom. I’m

a very social person and I love trying new things. I’m always

up for a challenge. I love singing and studying music. But

modeling has helped me grow more into the person I am

today. My life’s motto will definitely be We love because He

loved us first.. I would be no where if it wasn’t for the Lord

who has been by my side all of the way.

I would also like to thank Kaylee my
Modeling coach who has been motivating
me to always try harder and never give us.
She inspires me so much to be more
confident in everything I do.

Although I am still new at this, it is something I’m really

passionate about.

And there is always room for improvement.

Charles (Photo right)

Accounting student at Potchefstroom Academy

Professional model of 170cm at Janndjan Models

From: Potchefstroom

Make up artist : Stephen Venter

Modeling coach former Miss Africa Janet Potgieter

Photographer: Francios Oostheysen

Before I started modeling, I had no idea how much

emotional work it takes. You’re going into castings every

day where people sit there and judge you exclusively on

your looks. If you don’t get a job, it’s not because you

weren’t smart or funny enough, it’s because your face is

just not on brand.

Even after I do a shoot I was really looking forward to, I’ll be

anxious because I know I’ll be so hypercritical of the way I

look in the pictures. There have been so many shoots

where I’ll see the pictures and think everything looks great,

but they would have turned out better if they had used a

more talented model.

Coming into an industry that places so much emphasis on

your appearance after struggling with self-esteem is really

risky, but can also be validating. Confidence fluctuates!

Sometimes I’ll feel like the hottest men in the world and

other days I’ll feel like human garbage.

But just having these brands show interest in me is amazing,

and the fact that the curve modeling world is such a tight-

knit and supportive community makes it less intimidating.

My advice to boys and men starting out
modeling would be to build a supportive
community that you feel comfortable
opening up to! Having friends who are
also in the industry really helps to
navigate all the highs and lows, especially
when you’re fresh into it and don’t really
know what you’re doing.

Tristan (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Debra-Lee Photography

Social Media: Instagram.com/tristan.milan

Modelling Agency:  Ace Models JHB North

I am Tristan Svoboda and since the age of 5 ,

performing has been my passion. Over the

years, I have received numerous awards from

The National Eisteddfod Academy as well as

The South African Championships of

Performing Arts for both modelling and acting.

In 2019 I attended acting workshops in New

York, San Francisco and Los Angeles. I

currently hold the title of MR Ace Model of the

Year 2020 for Ace Models JHB North. My goal

is to fulfil my dream of becoming a successful

model and actor internationally.

Zoë (Photo right)

Photography: Gemini Solutions Studio

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent 

Agency

I'm a very friendly person. I'm kind and

understanding. I'm outgoing but also

of the some time an introvert. I'm

ambitious and hardworking.

I'm very dramatic at times.
I love dancing and being a

free spirit, yet I can be very
serious at times.

Nontokozo (Photo left)

Photographer: Ferdie Muller

Agency: M&M Model and Talent Agency

My name is Nontokozo Jele and I am from Richard's

Bay. I'm going to do my Matric this year I've been

working with M&M modelling agency since January

2020. I've learned a lot with agent Ferdie Muller. My

dream is to be a successful model and make a biggest

career out of my modelling. I'm always ready for

whatever situation I might come across. I'm utterly

passionate about my career. I have achieved a lot

these past few years including winning Miss Face of

Mzingazi 2020 and I have learned a lot from with M&M

modelling agency and we are in the process of putting

together my portfolio. I'm determined to achieve more

in my modelling career and make my family, friends

and everyone that has been supportive to me to be

proud of me.

When I did my first photo shoot with Mr Ferdie Muller I

was a bit anxious but he made me feel comfortable, he

was with me through each and every step of the way. I

was amazed with the outcome of my portfolio photos

and I've learned that nothing is impossible when Ferdie

Muller by your side. I'm very grateful to Mr Ferdie Muller

and his hard work and I appreciate him. I'm dedicated

and extremely excited to be working him for the next

few years.

Male & Female Models South - Africa
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Photo Credit: Kutora Photography

Instagram: @keisha_geee
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Jaqelene (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Marinet du Plessis

Instagram: @Jaqeduplessis

My name is Jaqelene du Plessis. I'm 9 years old and

in Grade 3.I am the youngest of 4 children. My

favourite colours are Purple and blue. I love playing

barbies in my doll house and when my homework is

done I'm allowed to play online games with my

cousin and friends. I love dressing up and be

infront of the camera. I also started modern

dancing this year and I'm loving it.

I have done modelling for 2 years and had 2 top 10

finishes in the National model of the year under my

age category.

My plans for this year is to pass
grade 3 and take my modelling
further.

I would love to become a
photoshoot model and be in top
magazines.

Lauren (Photo left)

Photographer: Nicole from Nicole's Glam a photography

Social Media:

https://www.facebook.com/NicolesGlamPhotography/

Lauren was born on the 23rd of July 2015, the first baby of

her parents Kevin and Christel. Lauren is a vibrant and

cheerful 5 year old. She loves singing, dancing and art. She

is very fond of her dogs and birds at home. Lauren is in Gr R

and loves playing netball.

Lauren is a natural in front of the camera and loves to have

her photo taken. Lauren is one of the ambassadors and

models for Rest your Ass Donkey Sanctuary; A non profit

organization who cares for 92 retired donkeys. A haven

where they can just rest and be loved.

Lauren's plans for 2021: Lauren wants to raise awareness for

all the abused donkeys in our lovely country. To do her best

in school. Dance and sing as often as possible, and spread

love and cheer everywhere she goes.

Chloé (Photo left)

Interests is modeling, gymnastics, and
dancing. Plans for the year is to
compete in dance competitions and to
enter model of the year at her school,
we hope for the future to do more
modeling and also acting roles and
doing advertising commercials on tv.

Anel (Photo left)

Photographer : FJ Cronje

My name is Anel , I am a 3 year old girl in

kindergarten. I am a bright little girl that

loves my mommy and daddy.

I really like to dance, sing ,paint, play

outside. And off course I LOVE my

modeling. I love being outside and play

ride my bike and playing with my pets.

Reder (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Petria Venter

Being born at 33 weeks, Reder has

proven to be a fighter from the

day he was born.

He loves smiling and making faces

for photos. As for a modelling

career, we'll have to see if his love

for the camera persists.

Elijah (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Lisa Bender

Social Media: Instagram @superman2019x

My plans is to become a big boy and make

everyone proud. My hobbies are running around

as much as I can. I love dancing and jumping. I

like to ride on my bike. My talents are not yet set,

but I’m sure I will discover them soon enough.

My mom and dad use to do modelling. I would

love to join in on the legacy.

Gert (Photo right)

Photo credit: Kirsty Corneluis from Kiki lane Photography..

His Name is Gert De lange and he is 5 years old.. He's hobbies

are playing with our pet dog cocoa and his cat pootjies.. he

is also very artistic, he loves to draw and colour.. an o yes he

loves to irritate his older Brother TJ whom is 7 years of age..

although they fight a lot they cant live without each other.. if

its alright I would like to attach a photo of them together as

well.. My inspirations and dreams for them this year is that they

accomplish all their dreams, no matter how small they may

be.

My hopes are that they can learn to be themselves, speak

their minds and become independent, strong young men full

of confidence, in spite of the pandemic. My Hopes are that

this could open a door for them in the modelling industry, for

clothing adds etc.. Gert is very adventures and likes to try new

things.. even if it challenges him, he will keep going until he

succeeds..

TJ on the other hand is more cautious, he likes the little things

in life like fishing, going on trips with his grandpa in his truck

and working on the farm with his dad and grandpa.. and he

absolutely adores animals.. if he could he would bring every

stray home to feed and shelter..

Thandaza (Photo right)

Photo credit: @tebogo.gwili

Social media: @ocean_mzala

Thandi is one very bubbly little tiny being, forever smiling and

laughing. I enjoy mommies breastmilk and solid food out of

everything. Enjoys playing and tummy time, more especially

massage time, I'd even close my eyes to show that I'm enjoying

it. I love being put on the back and love talking a lot.

My plans for the year is to put myself out there, enter many

competitions as I can, like mommy used to, as she's a model.

And since we in level 1 I hope I'll get to explore the world, travel

and see new places.

Anica (Photo right)

Photo credit: Carel Van Vuuren 

MUA: Michelle Draper

Modelling School: Younique

Model Academy

Casting Agency: 33 and me 

talent agency 

Instagram:  anica_blignaut11

I am Anica Blignaut. I love

modeling and drama, listening

to music and spending time with

my family. My hobby is drawing

and swimming.

South African kids making their mark!
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Photo credit: Carel Van Vuuren 

MUA: Michelle Draper

Modelling School: Younique Model Academy

Agency: 33 and me talent agency 

Social media: @anica_blignaut11



Choert (Photo left)

Photo credit : Elizabeth Beytell Photography ( Project Photo )

Social media - Facebook and IG

Choert is very privilege to live and grow up on a Game Farm

in KZN. Choert loves being outdoors and gets to go on game

drives exploring new animals and nature. He enjoys

swimming and playing in mud.

For the new year we as a family are planning to travel to

new destinations in South Africa to appreciate the country

we are lucky to call Home.

I want Choert to be part of the modelling industry, as I

believe it teaches you; self worth, discipline and confidence.

My mom always taught me as an ex- model “some you win

and some you loose” and this is a valuable lesson I want to

teach my son.

Duhandré (Photo right)

Photographer: Fantasy B 

Photography

As we had to learn to get along with

a new normal in 2020 it made me

become a stronger person. For 2021 I

want to grow within myself. Being a

better me in a world that is going

through this time.

I want to be the helping hand giving

to those in need. We can all do with

a little love in these struggling times.

Even just a smile can brighten a dark

day.

Jazlyn (Photo right)

Photo credit: John David Filmalter

I'm a shy girl but when I get infront of

a camera I bloom, I have a love for

photography and to capture that

perfect portrait moment. My plans

for this year is to dance and

accomplish to be a hip hop dancer.

My talents is to draw and love

spending time with my model books,

creating my own unique model

dresses. My interests in the model

industry is to become a photograph

model.

Fantacia (Photo left)

Photo credit: Ubaid Abrahams

My hobbies is doing Ballet and model. I am a junior South

African finalist 2021.This year I want to work on my modeling

to my a success. I have entered photogenic competition for

this to 2month in the Elite model management _2021 and

have been placed in frosted Fairy as winner, African Queen

2nd princess, Supermodel of The world 2nd princesses and

Miss Young SA 2nd princess.

In October I am going do Miss junior South African pageant.

I am super excited it is going to be my first big show. I am

doing pageant from the age of 3 years.

I am proud to be a student of the Helderberg modeling

studio. I have a wonderful teacher Melani v.d Merwe.

My interests in the modeling industry is what I have learn so

far is to care and help others. I have joined the Helderberg

modeling school sandwich for hope drive it take place every

Friday afternoon.

Created by my teacher Melani v.d Merwe.
I love this drive it make me happy to see
children, mothers and fathers smile every
week. I am a proud student of the
Helderberg Modelling Studio.

Demi-Léigh (Photo right)

Photo credit: Wannitas Photography 

Social Media: https://www.facebook.com/Demi-

L%C3%A9igh-Bothma-108515254358212/

"Her first breath took our away" She has the longest and

prettiest baby hair. She loves to smile when ever she sees

someone taking a photo. She stole both Mommy and

daddy's heart from the first time we laid eyes on her. SHE IS

PERFECT in every single way.

This year we want her to accomplish the following :

• To take her first steps

• Daddy wants the first word to be "Pappa" BUT Mommy

disagree.

• Daddy and Mommy believes she will be model and we

hope to win a pageant or two maybe three this year to

kick of Demi-Léigh modeling career.

• We as parents just want the beat for our baby. She is our

first born and we want her to live her life to the fullest and

as we both always say " Dream Big baby girl"

Elumé (Photo left)

Photographer: Fantasy B Photography

Location: Gauteng, meyerton

MUA: Sarina Van Zyl

School: Vogue models meyerton

I am a kind spirit. During these trying times I have learned a lot.

There are tremendous challenges we face with the pandemic

and for me as a young person seeing the suffering our country

is going through is heart-breaking.

For 2021 I want to grow as a person by being
a better me in a world that is going through
this time.

I want to be the helping hand giving to those
in need. We can all do with a little love in
these struggling times. Even just a smile can
brighten a dark day.

Taylor (Photo right)

Photo credit: John David Filmalter

I'm a outgoing spontaneous girl. My plans for

this year is to prove to myself that I'm unique,

special and worthy to be a beautiful model

and to accomplish to become a model.

My talents is drawing and my hobbies is

dressing up and feeling beautiful. My interests

in the modeling industry is to wear a beautiful

evening dress and glow on stage.

Minka (Photo right)

Photo credit: Bn photography

My plan is to going big in modeling this year. I

am in the beginning of modeling and still

learning to be a professional one day. I love

modeling, dancing, singing and the outdoor

activities. My favorite color is pink.

I started modeling when I was 3years old and

there I started to enjoying it . My dream is to

inspire young girl like myself one day.

South African kids making their mark!
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Modeling school: Sophisticate Models

Photo credit: Pro Design Photography



L.J. (Photo left)

Photographer: Uit die Hart Fotografie

L.J. Koen is three years old and has the

personality of a lion – he is fierce and knows

what he wants! He is well-spoken for a three

year old, and melts hearts with his charming

personality. He enjoys spending time on the

boat, swimming and playing with friends.

He has been featured in the “Living and Loving

Magazine” and on the cover page of the “Your

Baby” Magazine and we will definitely be

seeing more of him as he enjoys every minute in

front of the camera! In 2021 we plan to spend

more family time together and enjoying the

little things in life!

Kyle (Photo left)

Photo Credit : Karen Buschow

Everyday the world got bigger and brighter. I got to see

my mommy laugh and learned to enjoy life such as my

daddy does.

I am now 18 months old and love those little speckled

eggs melting inside my mouth. Oh! and don't forget that

little worms named pasta. So Yummy! I love playing in

the water, especially so that I can throw all the water on

mommy, to make her laugh.

I like to play with cars and bikes, when I
am older I'd like to drive just as
grandpa does.

Well just wanted to be here on PPMC Magazine to

remind everyone, try to live your life as a child. Enjoy the

little things in life, Especially in a time like this.

• I love water
• My Favorite food is pasta
• I like to comfort people through

hugs.

Amahle (Photo left)

Photo credit: Black Soul Entertainment

Hairstylist: Kool Kids Hair Salon

I am Amahle Mkhabela 3 years of age, I am

based in Skycity (East Rand). I am a

catalogue and commercial model, I started

my modeling career in 2019 I want to build

up my career, explore and experience the

other aspects of modeling.

I had my first gig were I did a photoshoot

with RED. RefleXion for kids swimwear , I also

worked with KingPix Media.. I'm willing to

learn more and make my career a success

through out. I like to dance and I enjoy

playing with bicycle and teddy bears..

Rubé (Photo right)

Photo credit : Adri Muller from

Blue Down Photography

I am Rubé Botha 5 years of age

and this is how I fell in love. I

started of by dressing up and

watching my big sister doing

modelling. So I started doing

dance classes at Damassa and

short after did my own pageant.

My personality is one of a kind

strong willing but so caring. My

dreams for the future is

becoming a amazing model

and someday be a great

doctor.

Mickyla (Photo right)

Photo Credit - Theresa Gerhardt @

Adjetivo Photography

Facebook: @Adjetivo Photography

Mickyla Vijoen a vibrant young lady full of

life and absolutely loves her dancing. Her

dream is to become a model and own

her own dance school one day.

Mickyla is actually a inspiration to many as

she works hard for what she wants in life.

She has lots of passion and loves her

family. Mickyla is such a loving, caring

young lady and has such a bright future

ahead.

Jo-Anelle (Photo left)

Photo: Daleen Swarts

Modeling School: Elite Models SA Vereening

My name is Jo-Anelle Lourens and I am 6 years

old. I am a grade 1 student. My favorite colors

are blue pink and purple. I love playing with

my friends and attending school. I am currently

collecting plastic lids from bottles for charity to

help those in need of wheelchairs this year.

My hobbies are modeling, swimming and

dancing. My model teacher is the best as she

teaches me to be more confident and helps

me to win more crowns in competitions. I am

practicing modeling very hard so I can

participate in Miss junior SA this year.

Anja (Photo left)

Photo credit: Daleen Swarts

My name is Anja. I am 20 months old and

already passionate about modelling.

My plans for the year ahead is to learn how to

talk in proper sentences as well as to start

dancing more and playing ball!

My hobbies for now include playing outside,

getting a lot of exercise and exploring the big

world around me.

I can't say yet that I am talented in these, but I

definitely sing, dance and talk a lot. I hope to

one day do ballet and gymnastics.

Mialeigh (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Silwer Lining Photography - Johannesburg 

Maternity & Newborn Photographer 

https://www.facebook.com/silwerliningphotography

Any mother could probably write a book about their

baby and how beautiful they are. I am doing this for

my girl from a young age to empower her and boost

her confidence. I want her to know that everyone is a

super model in their own unique way, and that being

different is what makes you stand out.

Being a model is not defined by what
you look like but by how you take care
of yourself, and how you wear your
crown and smile of confidence. I want
her to be an inspiration to others.

Mialeigh might still be too small to smile voluntarily but

her smile is pure and unique, her few little hairs makes

her different from most baby models, but she is still just

as worthy as anyone else. She has the spark that will

make a difference in the world.

South African kids making their mark!
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& Lienke
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Photo credit: Malla’s Photography



Edith (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Brown Bean Photography

Makeup and hair _ Elsabe van der Walt

I am Edith van der Walt and
are 7 years old. I love playing
dress up and love being with
my friends.

I do modelling because it
gives me that little sparkle !

Azalea (Photo left)

Photo credit: Andre Smith - Umbrella

Photography

Social media Miss Petite Krugersdorp

2020- Azalea Hood

I'm a 8 year old girl who is passionate

about life and enjoy all the small things

life has to offer. I enjoy dance and music

along with karate, drama, hockey,

netball and modelling.

I do alot of charity work in my

community trying to make the world a

better place one act of kindness at a

time.

Schyler (Photo left)

Photo credit: Hannes Danzfuss.

Instagram: @Schyler_warmberg2014

I am Schyler Warmberg and I am 7 years old and in Grade 1. I

joined 33 and me Talent Agency in 2019. I have a passion for

being in front of the camera. I mainly prefer fashion shows;

swimwear and walking the runway whether it is for fun, fashion

or for charity.

I enjoy swimming, playing sport and building
Legos. I love playing with cars, taking my
dogs for walks and exercising. I am available
for photoshoots in Gauteng province and can
travel to local locations within the province.

I have dark brown eyes with natural black hair. I enjoy working

with photographers and agencies that have a creative

approach. I bring energy and passion for modelling to every

project I work on.

South African kids making their mark!

Cassidy (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Danzfussphotography

I am Cassidy Visagie. I am 12 years old and in Grade 6. I

joined 33 and me Talent Agency in 2019.

I have a passion for being in front of the camera. I mainly do

fashion; swimwear and I also enjoy projects like body paint

and dress up. Walking the runway whether it is for fun, fashion

shows at local venues or for charity.

I enjoy singing and making my own Tik tok videos. I love taking

my dogs for walks and baking. I am available for photoshoots

in Gauteng province and can travel to local locations within

the province.

I am Cassidy Visagie. I am 12 years old and in Grade 6. I

joined 33 and me Talent Agency in 2019.

I have a passion for being in front of the
camera. I mainly do fashion; swimwear and
I also enjoy projects like body paint and
dress up. Walking the runway whether it is for
fun, fashion shows at local venues or for
charity.

I enjoy singing and making my own Tik tok videos. I love taking

my dogs for walks and baking. I am available for photoshoots

in Gauteng province and can travel to local locations within

the province.

Leonita (Photo right)

Photo credit: Angel Dee's fotografie

Leonita is a very shy little girl. She is very loving who

loves life on the farm. She loves to play with her

brother, playing outside and throwing each other with

mud.

She loves being in front of the camera
and posing for mommy. She also
enjoys dancing, playing rugby, fishing,
shooting and off-road motorbiking.

Angelica (Photo right)

Interests: music, singing

Photo credit: Hannes Danzfuss

@DanzfussPhotography

I am a 9year old girl with a passion of

modeling and singing. With the help of my

mom and hard work I will fight to reach my

goals, nothing will stop me. I believe in

commitment and dedication.

I am so blessed to have a
mom who believes in me.

Valentina (Photo left)

Photo credit: Kiddies and Babes Photography/ Natasha

Andreoni

Fashion: Tiny Necessities

Valentina Basilio is the first born of mother and father:

Bianca and Marco Basilio. Already from a young age she

loves the camera. How else with such a happy and always

smiling baby that you do not want to capture each

moment. Each month, Valentina has an impromptu

photoshoot at home to capture and track her growth; and

to have fun and play dress up.

We are blessed with a healthy and happy child. She is

aware of her surroundings, and is very responsive to when

her grandparents call. Babbling sweet nothings to them

and leaving each video call with a big smile. Her new

favourite "toy" is the cellphone and off course she loves the

camera.

Most of the time, babies can be introverts
but our little Valentina is already an
extrovert with a fiery personality that
knows what she wants. Not only is she a
beautiful child but her nature and
personality can bright up any area.

We know that all parents say their child is the best, and the

famous saying goes: Watch this space. But in the case of

Valentina this is just an understatement as her name

means to be healthy and strong; and she will be taught to

be strong yet humble, to always give and not to look down

on people but; look down to someone when she is helping

them up, to face every challenge with confidence and

grace.



Skyla
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Photo Credit: Schink Photography



Michaela(Photo left)

Photo Credit: Van Vuuren Photography

Modeling agency: Ace models.

I am the vibrant Michaela Jade Combrink better known as

Kayla, my bubbly personality and can-do attitude allow me

to be super resilient. At the age of 4 did I join Oxygen

Models, the nurturing guidance of Elmarie Nolte grew my

confidence and love for modeling.

I recently joined Ace models where I discovered

photogenic modeling… let's just say I am hooked!

My hobbies are public speaking ,netball and running, this

helps me to focus and keep fit at the same time. What I

have learned throughout my journey is you need to win with

humility and lose with grace, always with dignity intact.

My plan for the year is to spend as much
time as possible surrounded by my friends
and family, whilst achieving good marks
during this school year.

And of course, continue to explore the different facets of

modeling

Leshaandrè (Photo left)

My name is Leshaandre' Smit, I am 5 years old, my photo was

taken by Daleen Swarts representing Daleen Swarts

Photography and I form part of Elite Models South Africa -

Vaal Triangle.

My accomplishment for this year is to help as many people I

can. It forms part of my personality to touch people's lives in

any way possible, just like I did during the month of January,

when I sold over a 120 cupcakes to contribute to the project

called; Cupcakes of Hope for children dealing with cancer.

My hobbies are modelling, helping others, interacting with

people and playing with my dolls.

My talent is public speaking, gosh, how I
love to talk and entertain. My interest in the
modeling industry is to become your future
Miss RSA, where I can live out my passion
for speaking, motivating and touching the
lives of others.

Shanice (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Palesa

Social Media: Facebook, WhatsApp and Instagram

Shanice was born in a small town called Bethlehem in the Free

State and parents relocated to Gauteng to embark on the

better future(Career) she adjusted to the new life and

environment very well as she is a fearless child.

Shanice is an extrovert, bubbly, and very active child who

knows what she want and believe in her self. She's into sports

(swimming, running and singing) and modeling is what she

enjoys doing nowadays as she calls herself a model.

For this year we looking for an agency that
will help her with her modeling skills for her
to be in the right path.

This will moulds her to be the best in her
modeling career and we believe more doors
will open where she will be doing
advertisements for different companies and
other activities found in the modeling
industry.

Myka (Photo right)

Photo credit: Blue Lace Photography

Social media: Insta: @mykabellec

Agents: 33 and Me Talent Agency

Myka has big plans for 2021. She is doing

Gr1 this year so plans to focus on her

schooling while doing as many modeling

competitions as possible.

She aims to be cover model this year, and

hopes that this is the year her commercial

modeling career gets kickstarted. She

would very much like to play in a film too.

Her hobbies includes singing, dancing and

painting. She loves to read and play with

her friends. But mostly she just loves to

snuggle up and watch movies with mom

and dad.

Anel (Photo right)

Photographer: FJ Cronje

My name is Anel , I am a 3 year

old girl in kindergarten. I am a

bright little girl that loves my

mommy and daddy.

I really like to dance,
sing ,paint, play outside.
And off course I LOVE
my modeling.

I love being outside and play ride

my bike and playing with my pets.

Chevani (Photo left)

Photo credit: Anjalee Oudbier

Agency: Figures models Brits

My name is Chevani Venter. I am 11 years old and

currently a student at Figures Models in Brits. Moddeling is

a passion and a platform I wish to use to reach my

dreams. I am an energetic, positive, outgoing person

and I love nature. My favourite animal is a bunny

because it is just and gentle as I am.

I see myself as an explored. I enjoy
going on adventures and love to learn
new things. Helping and motivating
those around me puts the biggest smile
on my face.

I love watching rainbows form after it rained, it reminds

me of how God will always be there to keep me save no

matter how big the storm is.

Writing songs is my way of expressing
myself. I love laughter and kindness.
May I grow up to be an inspiring young
lady that can influence those around me
with positivity, motivating them to reach
for their dreams.

My motto in life is to always do everything with your

whole heart. If you heart is in the right place, and your

focus on God, anything is possible.

South African kids making their mark!
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Photo credit: van Vuuren Photography

Model agency: Younique modelling academy



Zanè (Photo left)

Photographer- Belle Lumiere photography

and design

All creative members Michal Calla viljoen,

M collection, Jackie Britz

Talent: Dance modeling

Hobbies: judo and pottery

I enjoy modeling very much, I love the

feeling of going on stage. Recently started

with pageants although I'm in the

beginning stage where one doesn't place

alot the feeling and experience you get

from it is still amazing... I will continue this

journey as it brings me joy and I'll keep

clapping for others until it's my turn.

Jayden (Photo left)

Photographer: Jacomien De Beer – Ligkuns

Photography

My name is Jayden Mocke. I am an 11

year old boy and one of 5 brothers. I have

a heart of gold and a love for nature.

I practice Cricket and Archery and enjoy

drawing in my spare time. I grab every

opportunity I am presented with as it allows

me

to learn and grow into a
proper young teenager.

Keagan (Photo left)

Photographer: Jacomien De Beer –

Ligkuns Photography

My name is Keagan Mocke. I am a 9

year old boy and a brother to 4 others. I

stand the meaning of my name proud

and never back

down for any challenges. I enjoy

contact sport and long runs. In my spare

time I am either building new sets of

Lego designs or relaxing in front of a

game or two.

Ivan (Photo left)

Photographer: Jacomien De Beer –

Ligkuns Photography

My name is Ivan Mocke and I am only 6

years old. I am the youngest of 5

brothers and definitely the one keeping

everyone else on their toes. I am

energetic and the outdoors is where I

am at my best.

I practice all the sports my older brothers

does and challenge them every

opportunity I get.

Amelia (Photo left)

Photo credit: JF Photography

Social Media: amelia__soman

Plans for the year: I will be immigrating with

my family to New York, USA! I hope to be

walking soon in preparation for my

upcoming birthday in June!

Hobbies. talents and interests in the

modeling industry: I am a very happy girl, I

am always smiling- even when I am sad!

My favorite color is purple and I love to eat

carrots! I aspire to be a portrait model as I

bring a lot of positive energy and I am very

photogenic and aware when I am being

filmed.

Zelmarie (Photo left)

Photo credit: NushB

Photography

We are hoping for the year of

2021 to be a much more

exciting year with more fun

with both the children.

Zelmarie wants to do more

modeling and beauty

pageants. Her hobby is to play

outside until late and her

talent is ballet. Her interests in

the modeling industry is to be

able to do more modeling

work in the future and if she

can do modeling for the

clothing industry.

Chanty (Photo right)

Photographer: John Filmater

Make-up: Stephan Venter

Facebook: Chanty Martin

Instagram: @princess.chantymartin

My plans for 2021 are to visit as many family members and

friends as I can. 2020 was a rough year, but it brought my

interest in photography and horses to a whole new level.

I love taking photos with different photographers and using

different make-up artist to support everyone in the industry. I

had two awesome photoshoots with horses this year.

This photograph was taken with the first
photoshoot with horses. I love horses and
would love to have my own riding school one
day. I’m going to start taking classes during
2021 to make my dream a reality!

Adalyn (Photo left)

Photo credit: NushB Photography

I am the younger sister and am enjoying

every moment of it. 2021 is Adalyn's first

everything, first word, first teeth and first entry

in a magazine and we hope there will be

many more firsts for her. Her hobbies now is

eating, playing and keeping her mother up

till late and her talent is climbing into

everybody's heart that she gets in contact

with.

Her interests in the modeling industry is still

unclear but we hope she enjoys it as much

as her sister and will continue when she is

older, but if is not the case we will support her

in all her decisions.

Jenna (Photo left)

Photo credit: Mooiste Mooi Photography –

Candace Niemand

Social media: @Jenna Lee Dancer

Plans for this year: Have a modeling

portfolio done, pursue my dancing – 4

genres (Modern, HipHop, Contemporary,

Acrobatics), start my own youtube channel

Hope to accomplish: Reach 2000

followers on Instagram, win accolades at

my dancing school, pursue facial

modelling, pursue photography,

Hobbies, talents, interests in the modeling

industry: TikTok dances, photography,

facial modelling, choreography, dance

competitions, modelling in advertisements

South African kids making their mark!
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Photo Credit: Brown Bean Photography
Makeup and hair _ Elsabe van der Walt



Deborah (Photo left)

Deborah is a young girl already

showing leadership qualities at her

tender age. She is quiet naughty and

loves attention and definitely on the

right path to becoming a great model

one day.

She is quiet fussy and always tell the

mother what she wants to eat and

picks her outfits. On family occasions

she won't just wear anything but tell

you exactly what she wants to wear

and look like.

Zaide (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Ryan Vaughn

My plans for this year is to learn all my

modelling training and to train extra hard to

be the best model I can be and I want to be

a professional model. I hope to accomplish

this year to be the model of the year. I want to

show people if you try you can succeed in

any thing t is never to hard or to late.

I am certain that I can someday work as a

professional model over see. I am a friendly

person and make friends easy. I have a kind

heart and love to help others and I also love

animals. I am currently training at Figures

Models Finesse International Brits.

Chika (Photo left)

Photo credit. Aheee Photography

My name is Chika Blessing Okere and I am 9

years old. I have been modeling for a quite

some times now 2.5 years, I have won several

competitions in the Free State and in

Johannesburg.

I get so excited when I am on stage and I love

to be in front of camera. Besides modeling I

love to sing and dance, I am an athlete and a

netball player, my favorite subject school is

mathematics.

South African kids making their mark!

Guiliana & Princess Gucci (Photo

left)

Model names: Guiliana & Princess Gucci

Photo credit: Nixography Photography

Facebook - https://web.facebook.com/GuilianaWright

Instagram - @guilianawright

Modelling Academy - Trelique Models International

Agency - Model Kids

Princess Gucci was born on the 30th November and I fell in

love with her the moment I saw her. This was such a special

moment for my family and I. This is our family's first pet.

Marina from Katiena Chihuahuas made this the most

amazing experience.

She kept me up to date on how Gucci was growing and

developing with videos and photos. She went above and

beyond, which we will always be forever grateful for. To

reveal her to our family and friends we did a Pet Reveal

photo shoot with Nixography Photography to give a big

welcome to our Furbaby, Princess Gucci.

Gucci has the cutest personality and we
do so much together. I love taking care of
her, making sure she is fed and has fresh
water and that we get lots of playtime
together everyday. I couldn't have asked
for any other pet, love you Princess Gucci
~ Guiliana Wright

Rethabile (Photo left)

Photo credit: Muthusi photography

Rethabile is a bubbly preschooler, who

started Modeling in January 2021 but

already making a name for herself. She

competed on the 13th March for

enchanted Princess & won Miss

enchanted Princess & Miss Personality

2021.

She also plays tennis enjoys spending

time in the modelling studio. She has

won best picture in the Ackermans

competition & won R500 clothing

voucher. She's been nominated for the

South African kids awards.

Zandri (Photo right)

Photos Spectacular events

Agency: Vogue catwalk models

I am Zandri Hudson, 11 years old and doing

modeling is a dream come true. I am a

proudly Vogue Catwalk model.

My hobbies are modeling, sport ,

gimnastiek and acting , to be a model I

can give to others and that exists me. I

totally love photographic modeling and

have the best time and being myself.

Spent time with family and friends outside is

my favorite. One day I wanted to be a

Teacher and help other little ones believe in

themselves and go after there dreams..

Zimri (Photo right)

Makeup: Michelle Draper

Photo credit: Bell Lumiere photography

"Be obsessed with your own potential" ,I

am a determined ,hard working girl with

big dreams and I make this quote my

own. I believe we are all unique and

special. I love pageants, photoshoots,

singing and dancing. Public speaking

and acting are some of my favorites

activities.

I love spending time with my friends and

family and reading is how I relax. I am a

huge Harry Potter van and I would also

love to have so many adventures in my

life.

Octavia (Photo left)

Model: Age: 6 months

Photo credit: Danielle Aucamp

Social Media: Facebook / Instagram

Octavia was born in the Spring season 14
September 2020. She is a energetic
laughing baby she takes your breath
away with her pretty blue eyes and
smile.

Ten fingers ten toes, she's laughter and teardrops, so

small and brand new and amazingly angelic, she's sent

to bless you, she's one special baby the best of life's

treasure and will grant and bless you, many hours of

great pleasure.

My daughter Octavia.
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Photo cred White Plum Photography

https://www.facebook.com/whiteplumphoto



Brand Ambassador 

Search 2021
We are searching for a diverse group of individuals to become a part of the PPMC Family. We are all about using social media to foster a community of people 

that desire to have a deep impact in this world. You don’t have to have a ton of followers to join the Ambassador program. We consider a number of factors 

when reviewing applications, you must have a public account, have a good engagement rate, and be willing to share content from our Facebook page, scout 

new models and refer and invite others to like our Facebook page. Most of all, if you are excited about modeling and pageantry and making a difference in this 

world through PPMC Magazine, then we want you! Join us by using your story, your heart, and your community to make an impact.

This year our Brand Ambassadors will have perks such as photoshoot opportunities, cover model opportunities and more. You will also have the opportunity to 

represent PPMC at events, do interviews for our YouTube channel and get to meet people and make new friends within the industry.

In order to be considered one of the 2021 brand ambassadors you will have to supply the following:

• Short video introducing yourself and what you have to offer.

• Your experience in the industry.

• What you hope to achieve by becoming a brand ambassador.

• Your social media pages.

Each ambassador will receive a PPMC Magazine brand ambassador sash. These sashes represent our brand. Females will also receive a crown and males a 

trophy.  Forms are available online, request your form by emailing ppmc.news@gmail.com or sending a WhatsApp to Salome on 074 587 2156.

Girls: 

0 - 4 years 

5 - 10 years 

11 - 15 years

16 - 20 years

21+ years (Unmarried)

Mrs 

Boys: 

0 - 10 years

11 - 18 years

19+

REGISTRATION CLOSING DATE - Entries and registration close 30 APRIL 2021. NO LATE ENTRIES WILL BE ACCEPTED AFTER THIS DATE. 

BANKING DETAILS

Account holder: Salome Muller

Account number: 1060695448

Account type: Current account

Bank name: Nedbank

Branch code: 198765

NO ENTRIES WILL BE CONSIDERED UNLESS ENTRY FORM IS RECEIVED BACK WITH THE PROOF OF PAYMENT.

R250 Entry Fee



PPMC Magazine South Africa
(Photogenic, Pageant, Modeling Competitions)

Tel: 074 587 2156

E-mail: ppmc.news@gmail.com
Website: https://ppmcmagazine.wordpress.com

Social media: @PPMCmag


